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Democrats Agree To Soften
Language Of Proposal To
Cut Off Aid To Cambodia
-
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Clyde 'Red' Burton
Seriously Injured
In Are Last Night

Clyde (Red) Burton, age 84, with eight small children lived
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Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGKR a PIK= FILK

The Highlight of the-regular meeting of the Murray City Council
was the annual report of the Murray Gas System presented by Jack
Bryan, stmerintendent cd the system.
Each paceing year SW more and more Calloway Coady women
joining the labor .force in disregard of the one-time attitude that
"woman's place is in the home" according to a recent survey.
MIS. Geese King, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Carlos Jones, left
June 16 by plane for Augsburg, Germany, to join her husband
who is stationed there.
"The Miracle" with Carroll Baker and Roger Moore is showing
at the Varsity Theatre.

Bible Thoughtfor Today
In God have I put my trust I will not be afraid what man can cin
unto me,-Psalm 56:11.
By faith in God, fear is overcome.

20 Years Ago Today
LEDGER a TIKES FILE

Deaths reported are Edmund Ray, age 67, Ernest E. Smith, age
75, and Griffin Bum
No Tolley, Nelson Garrison, Gene Hendon, Charles Waldrop,
and Meredith Rogers are attending Boys State at Fort Kam.
Frances Fuqua of Farmington Route Two is attending the Methodist Youth Caravan Training Center at Lake Junaluska, N.C.
Mr. and Mrs. Preston B. Hinman of Clarksdale, Miss., are the
Rests of her mother, Mrs. A. L. Rhodes.
...,.
HODCZON APPROVED
PLEADS GUILTY
WASHINGTON (UPI) -The
HOUSTON (UPI)- A 30-yearSenate Labor Committee ap- old
woman pleaded guilty
proved
the nomination of Monday and was sentenced to
James ----D--iledgson to be two years in prison for helping
secretary of labor Tuesday and a shrimp boat captain rape her
sent it to the Senate floor.
11-year-old daughter Jan. 31,
Hodgson, now undersecretary, 1969.
was named last week to
The woman's daughter is now
succeed George P. Schultz, who living in a church home. The
was appointed director of the captain, Roy L. Vance, 52, was
Office of Executive Management convicted of rape and sentenced
and the Budget.
to 25 years in prison.
* * *
The bees of a colony are
divided into a queen, several
hundred drones and the remainder workers.
_
* ••
An autos was an ancient
Greek double pipe wind instrument.

G"etween
HONG KONG (UPI)-Cornmunist China sold 960 million
Hong Kong dollars ($160 million US.) worth of goods,
mainly medicines, to Nationalist china during 1969
9-through
the free port of Hqng Kong.
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By CARL H. MADDEN, CHIEF ECONOMIST
Chamber of Commerce of Hi. United States
IT IS DIFFICULT to describe overall changes in an economy as
vast as ours. The measure ordinarily used the Gross Nashows us some time after the fact the
tional Product
production of finished goods in the nation and what trend
It is taking. It does not show us changes in the composition
of that production We mina use other business indicators
for stieh a breakdown. Still, the course of GNP, with adjustments for higher prices. dramatically traces our economic
progress In the longest peacetime expansion in our history
front niid-196l to late 1969 Because the chart is on a ratio
scale. the rate of t hange in GNP from quarter to quarter is
easily seen. For ex.imple, the flattening out of the GNP
growth line in lie^ 1966 and early 1967 IA I depi,cts the
-miniseession' of that period The chart also shows the
grAilual plowing 401kIn of the economy in mid-Ifir,9 1111 that
tirei;eiteij our I it tent teremion

_. •'31`,.
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NOT BOTHERED
WASHINGTON (UPI)
Speaker John W. McCormack,
78 and about to quit Congress
after 42 years, says long hair
on male youngsters doesn't
bother him Ay.
"That's,their business," MoCormack told a gathering of
about 400 congressional summer internere- generally the
cleanest-cut bunch of collegeage youth of both sexes,
seen
around the Capitol in months.
• "Anyway I figure they'll
meet some nice girl In a few
years and will soon be pushing
a baby carriage," the speaker
added, to general laughter and
applause of the group.
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Oliver Hurls
No-Hit Game
At Mayfield 9
By DAVID MOFFIT
UPI Sports Writer
ATLANTA (UPI)-. The National Basketball Association,
anxious to end its expensive
player war with the rival
American Basketball Association, is expected today to ask
Congress to approve a merger
of the two leagues.
Although the leagues are
forbidden, by a federal injunction obtained by the NBA
Players Association, from joint
merger talks, they have the
green light to take their
proposal to Congress as pro
football did several years ago.
The. NBA's Merger Commie
tee was to report to the
league's board of governors this
morning
and
Commissioner
Walter Kennedy said the beard
could vote to seek congressional
approval. The board opened a
two-day meeting here Wednesday.
A possible hitch arose Wednesday when it was disclosed
that Denver of the ABA had
signed Michigan State star
Ralph Simpson even though
Simpson still had two years of
college eligibility.
"Action of this nature could
be detrimental to congressional
approval of any merger,"
Kennedy said, "Until Congress
approves a merger and, if they
do, thereafter until a merger
takes place, the NBA would
have to take a hard-nosed
position on this matter."
The ABA, under attack by the
NCAA, appears to have *tacked
away from the Simpson case.
ABA Commissioner Jack Dolph
said he would reject Denver's
contract with Simpson and had
authority from the league's
board of trustees, now meeting
In Denver, to fine the Rockets
$10,000.
Kennedy said any merger

MAYFIELD, Ky., June 17Randy Oliver fired a no-hitter
here tonight as the Murray
American Legion baseball team
blanked Mayfield 4-0.
Oliver, a lefthander from Calloway County High, faced only
28 men in his classic performance
The winners broke up a hurling duel between Oliver and
Mayfield's Al Delk by scoring
four runs in the eighth Inning.
Delk allowed only three hits,
but two of them came in the
eighth. Danny Emstberger's
three-run double was the big
blow of the inning.
Only two Mayfield batters
reached base against Oliver.
Ricky Lamkin was safe on an
error, to open the ,fiecond, and
eventually reached tgit base.
Another -Ma
Id player reached on a ik but was erased in
a d
play.
N
Y
00 000 040-4 3

have to
would
agreement
Include a ban against raiding
college teams. "The NBA has
had a rule for the past 25 years
that no member club can sign a
college player until, his class
graduates," he said.
Kennedy said Wednesday's
was devoted
NBA
session
almost entirely to "housekeeping chores" and had only two
Items to report:
-The NBA last season drew
more than 5 million spectators
for the first time in its history
with total attendance for the
then 14 member teams up 11.6
per cent to 5,146,858;
-The three new expansion
teams, Buffalo, Cleveland and
Portland, Ore., will be permitted to carry 15 players until
Dec. 1 before paring down to
the 12-player limit that goes
Into effect for the other teams
when regular season play s
in October.
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PITTSBURGH ONO-Grady
Norman, a forward andrnb r
who led the Akron Goodyears in
rebounding the last two seasons, has signed a coat- act with
the Pittsburgh Pipers of the
American Basketball Association. Norman is a 6-foot-9, ZOOpound graduate of Arkansas
A.M.&N.

BREAKS RECORD
BERLIN (UPI)- Wolfgang
Nordwig of East Germany
broke the world pole vault
record Wedbesday with a leap
of 17 feet, 101/2 inches,
according to the ADN news
agency. Norchvig, the 1968
Olympic bronze medal winner,
topped by one-quarter inch the
old record held by American
John Pennel.
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NEW YORK (UPI)-O. J.
All"
Simpson, a two-time
America and the 1968 Heisman
Trophy winner, while at Southern California, has been voted
the "outstanding college football player" of the sixties.
In a poll of writers and
broadcasters from across the
country, Simpson, a halfback
who set an all time rushing
record of 3,423 yards during his
two varsity seasons, beat out
linebacker Tommy Nobis of
Texas for the honor. Simpson
finished with 1,100 points in the
balloting compared to 568 for
Nobis. Purdue halfback Leroy
Keyes was third with 511 points
followed by Navy quarterback
Roger Staubach with 474 and
Michigan State linebacker
George Webster with 434.
The poll was conducted by
Broadcasting
American
the
Company.
The Ohio State squad of 1968
already has been named the
"outstanding college eleven" in
ABC sports' poleJt At future
dates, the "outstanding football
coach" and the "outstanding
football game" will be announced.

Ownership Of Seals
To Be Decided 29th

NCAA Golf Tournament June 24-27 at Ohio State University.
Pigott, a

reisnerup

sophomore from

Ellicott City, Maryland,

was

for individual medal in the Ohio Valley Conference

Tournament and was Individual champion of the Midsouth Invitational at Clarksville, Tenn. Last summer he won the Bobby

OAKLAND (UPI) - Either Gerin and Bubba Worsham Invitational. In Maryland.
Pigott averaged 73.47 strokes for 21 competitive rounds of
Charles 0. Finley or Jerry
Seltzer will be approved as new get, last season. ,
owners
of the financially
The NCAA is a 72-hole tournament but the field will be cut
strapped Oakland Seals hockey after 36 holes.
team on June 29.
Bankruptcy Referee Sheridan
Downey Jr. removed the final
Legal barrier for the sale by
Barry
Van Gerbig's Seals
Limited when he dissolved a
temporary restraining order
Wednesday.
Governors of the National
Hockey League will hold a
Cardinals threw a fastball "out
special meeting in New York
and away" to Ivan Murrell with
By VITO Si ei.,LINO
Houston,
Philadelphia
topped
1,
City June 29 to mull Seltzer's
two out in the eighth inning,
UPI Sports Writer
42. Atlanta Wooed Montreal. 6- $4.5 million offer and Finley's
and the 25-year-old outfielder
Rico Petrocelli, making the 5, Cincinnnti beat New York, 7- $4.1 million bid.
rapped it cnlidly to center for
usual attempt to take the 4, St. Louis blanked San Diego,
Finley, owner of the Oakland
the San Diego Padres' only hit
infielder out of the play, threw 8-0, and Los Angeles shut out Athletics baseball team, said
In an 8-0 Cardinal victory.
a body-block at second base to Pittsburgh, 4-0.
his /fifer expires June 30.
Gibson, who now has two
turn a double play into a two- The races all but remained Seltzer, promoter of the roller
career one-hitters, completely
run wild throw by Cookie the same since Baltimore and derby in the San Francisco Bay
overpowered the Padres as he
Rojas. It gave the Boston Red New York both lost in the East area, and auto dealer John
struck out 13 and walked only
Sox a 3-1 victory over the and California, rained out in the Buono head a Limited partnertwo. The Padres did not get a
.
-indfihip
Kansan-C-ity Herds.
-picked- rop-onfr-t
ball out of the Infield tiler the
Frank Howard, taking a game on Minnesota in the West.
fourth inning.
chance on Aurelio Rodriguez' Ken Szotkiewicz' three-run
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the
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Petrocelli Throws Body Block
At Rojas To Give Boston Win
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challenge that would in effect
NEW YORK (UP
The
the office of the
destroy
National Football League owncommissioner."
ers and players are on a
it's up to the
course today but Schramm said
collision
withdraw their
to
s
idayer
Roselle
is
Pete
Commissioner
challenge or both parties must
adopting a hands-off policy.
the National
The Players Association has await a ruling by
Relations Board. The
sent a letter to the players Labor
NLRB held a hearing in
accusing the owners of negotiThe
faith.
ating
in
bad
Minneapolis on June 9.
association is expected to make
According to Schramm, the
an official announcement today issues at stake are:
that the talks have collapsed.
1. Actinui by the players that
In Dallas, Tex Schramm, the seek to reduce the role of the
president of the Dallas Cowboys commissioner to that solely of
and chairman of the NFL an employer of more than 1,200
Player Relations Committee, men- just as an employer is
said the negotiations are at an viewed in private industry.
impasse because of a dispute 2, The Players' refusal to
over two key issues.
honor certain written commitA spokesman for Rozelle said ments of less than two years
the commissioner would have ago which then served and
no comment because it's a were to serve as the basis for
matter between the players and all future collective bargaining
the owners.
agreements including the preBut Schramm charged the sent negotiations.
players are making a "direct

CHRIS PIGOTT, Murray State University golfer, will play In the
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THE STORY OF MOSES

KENLAKE

Amphitheatre I

Gibson Pitches One-Hitter
At San Diego,Cards Win 8-0

MOODY INSISTS
HE HAS CHANCE
TO WIN OPEN

Bur 4...Sove
up to $39.76
over single tire prices

SILENT GUARD II

than any other
Proved 75 stronger. with a tread
nylon cord body
non-belted Sears
shoulder greater safet: and longer tread life.
145 deeper

tire

and wrap-

sells. 4-ply

for

around

This is_ alt you pay
Size

Each
Three
BLACKWA L LS
7.75-14 1$29.75 $89.25
8.25-14 32.91 98.73
8.55-14 36.12 108.36
7.75-15 29.76 89.25
8.25-IS 32.93 9879
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Three
Four
WHITEWA LLB
$91.84 $32.75I$91.25 $100.84
101.32
35.91 101.73 110.32
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101.36

36.03 107.79 110.36
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4
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SAVE $11420

1732
SAVE $346
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for
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s3776
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PRICES INCLUDE FEDERAL EXCISE TAX

Mugged 4-ply rayon cord construction for smooth,
quiet ride. Contour safety shoulders give you,
easier steering performance and safer cornering.
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, Mrs. J. B. Burkeen

Mrs. Edgar Morris
Hostess For Arts
& Crafts Club Meet
Kn. Edgar Morris was hos-

&

TISfirst

_

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

tess at her lovely new home on
the Lynn Grove Road to the
June meeting of the Arts and
Crafts Club.
Mrs. Dewey Ragsdale, proddent, presided. Mrs. Carl Her
rison, secretary-treasurer, called the roll and gave the treasurer's report.
Mrs. Keys Futrell, chairman
of the nominating committee
for officers for 1970-71 presented the following slate:
President - Mrs. C. B. Ford;
vice-president, Mrs. A. M. Thomas; secretary-treasurer, Mrs.
Edgar Morris; courtesy committee chairman, Mrs. Carl Harrison; reporter, Mrs. Bryan Tolley.
The above slate was unanimously accepted and the elected officers will take office at
the September meeting.
During the social hour delicious refreshments, a refreshing
drink and salad, were served to
the members.
Announcement was made
that the club will not meet in
July and August

Penny Homemakers
Have Regular Meet
At Holiday Inn

Engagement Announced

Phone 753-1317 or 753-4947

Erwin•Nahan Vows To Be Read

THURSDAY- JUNE 18. 1970

A baby girl, Tracie Lynn,
weighing eight pounds 12%
ounces, was born to Mr. and
Mrs. Gary Wright of Paris,
Tenn., on Saturday, June 13, at
9:02 am. at the Murray-Callo.41 way County Hospital.
The new father is a student at
the University of Tennessee.
Knoxville.
Grandparents are Mr. an d
Mrs. James Perry and Mr. and
Mrs. Edwin Wright, all of Paris, Tenn.
Great grandparents are Mrs.
Ada Bain of Huntingdon, Tenn.,
Mr. and Mrs. Fleetwood Wright
of Mansfield, Tenn., and Mrs.
Bessie Parker of Paris, Tenn.

Thursday, June 11
Mrs. Perry Hendon was hosThe J. N. Williams chapter of tess for the meeting of the
the United Daughters of the Penny Homemakers Club held
Confederacy will have a lunch- on Monday, June 15, at ten o'
eon at the home of Mrs. E. W. clock in the morning at the
Riley, 817 Sha-Wa Circle, at 12 Holiday Inn.
noon.
Two lessons were presented.
• ••
They were "Image of Yourself"
A swim party for the 4th, given by Mrs. Ernest Madrey,
5th, and 6th grades will be held and "Small Equipment For Betat the Oaks Country Club from ter Sewing" by Mrs. Richard
ten am. to one p.m. Each mem- Armstrong.
ber may bring one guest and
Miss Karen Alexander was a
the charge is 25 cents per guest. visitor and presented a talk on
Each is to bring a sack lunch. "Future Homemakers of Amer• ••
ica".
The Temple Hill Chapter Ao
The landscape notes were givStar
Eastern
511 Order of the
en by Mrs. Brooks Moody. Mrs.
will meet at the Masonic Hall Delia Graham gave the devotion
at 7:30 pm.
from Proverbs 23:7 closing with
• ••
prayer. Mrs. Graham Feltner
Friday, Jane 19
read the minutes and called the
the
of
Group
Dorothy
The
roll. Mrs. Vernon Moody led
First Baptist Church WMS will the recreational period.
have a farewell dinner for Mr
Members present were Mesand Mrs. R. K. Carpenter, Mr. dames Margaret Nell Boyd, Graand Mrs. Irby Hendon, and Mr. ham Feltner, Vernon Moody,
and Mrs. Ralph Tesseneer at Brooks Moody, Paul Butterthe home of Mr. and Mrs. Rub- worth, Grace Covery, Richard
in James at seven p.m. A pot- Armstrong, Ernest Madrey, Tholuck supper will be served.
mas James, Clifton Harrell, Al•••
ton Cole, and J. C. Kemp. Two
Saturday, June 19
visitors were Mrs. Hugh AlexThe Murray-Calloway County ander and Miss Haren AlexandShrine Club will have a potluck er.
supper at the home of Mr. and
The next meeting will be held
Mrs. W. E. Moffett, Panoroma at the Holiday Inn in SeptemShores, at 8-30 p.m. All mem- ber with Mrs Ernest Madrey as
bers are urged to attend
hostess.
•••

• ••

Mr. and Mrs. Billy Elkins
Hazel Route Two are the parents of a baby boy, Bruce Rill,
Jr., weighing nine pounds, born
on Sunday, June 14, at 11:02
am, at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
They have one daughter, Be.
nits Fay, age two. The father
is employed in construction
work.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Darrell Elkins of Dexter
and Mr. and Mrs. Rupert Par
rish ot,Haael Route Two. Mrs.
Davis -Flkins of Dexter is a
great grandmother.
• ••
Miss Nancy Therese Ross
Kimberly Michelle is the
•••
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Ross of Dexter Route One announce
name chosen by Mr. and Mrs.
The Murray State University
Harold Travis of Hardin Route the engagement of their oldest daughter, Nancy Therese, to
One for their baby girl, weigh- Richard Owen Schroeder, son of Mr. and Mrs. Ervie R. Schroed- Couples Bridge will meet in
Rooms 3 and 4 of the Student
ing seven pounds six ounces, er of Almo Route One.
Union Building at 7:30 p.m.
born on Sunday, June 14, at
194u
a
of
is
graduate
Calloway County
The bride-elect
For further information call
2:50 a.m. at the Murray-Callo- high
• ••
School.
Sally White 753-6658 or Beryl The West Kentucky Alpha
way County Hospital.
Mr. Schroeder is a 1968 graduate of Calloway County High Whaley 753-8279.
Delta Kappa Sorority had a
The father is employed at the
•••
School and is presently serving in the United States Army at
joint meeting at the Kentucky
Murray Division of the Tappan
Fort Campbell. He was employed by the Mayfield Division of
Monday, June 22
Dam Village Hotel, June 13.
Company.
the General Tire and Rubber Company before his induction.
The New Providence Riding
A delightful luncheon was
Grandparents are Mrs. John
Wedding plans are incomplete.
Club will have an imports* served to members from three
Travis of Hardin Route One
business meet at the club at chapters, Murray Rho; Paducah.
Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie Cope of
When washing woodwork,
seven p.m. All members, both Lambda; and Owensboro, KapBenton Route Five, and Mi.
The Ruth Wilson Circle of
hold a plastic paintoord close
Miss Joanne Erwin
men and women, are urged to pa, with a visiting member from
and Mrs. J. C. Darnell of Dresthe Women's Society of Christto the edge to protectsailjacent
attend. The WKHA Horse Show Ohio, Kappa.
Mr. and Mrs. James Euel Erwin of Hazel Route One an- den, Tenn. Kr. and Mrs. B. E.
ian Service of the First United
from
wall
splashes.
Those attending were Betty
will be at New Providence on
,Methodist Church met Wednes- nounce the engagement and approaching marriage of their Lovett of Benton Route Five are
**
Riley, Clinton M. Rowlett, Bess
June 27 at four p.m.
The North MVITayllomemakday, Jul" IO, at the home of youngest daughter, Joanne, to James Stephens Mahan, son of great grandparents.
•••
Kerlick, Lucy Ann Forrest,
• ••
ers Club met in the home of
Dot wait until the hottest'
7-Mrs. J. B. Wilson with Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Mahan of Murray Route Eight.
Agnes McDaniel, Maybelle WalSchool.
High
County
FriCalloway
on
Crawford
at
senior
Charlie
a
is
Mrs.
Miller
bride-elect
W.
The
Bob
Mrs.
and
Mr.
. Wesley Kemper as cohostess.
sunytier day to shop for an
To get a good job, you ker, and Vela Miller, Murray;
Mr. Mahan is a senior at Calloway County High School and of Hazel Route Two announce day, June 12, at eleven-thirty
Mrs. Bryan Overcast gave the
conditioner. Start looking
A Helen Fulkerson, Owensboro;
have to look the part.
the birth of a baby girl, Angela o'clock in the morning with now.
devAional using an article by is presently employed with Mahan Construction Company.
You'll' need time to
and Ruth Copeland, Lucille
The wedding will take place at the South Pleasant Grove Sue, weighing eight pounds eleven members present.
Norman Vincent Peale entitled
compare features, prices sad good appearance can help you Long, Josephine Long, Jo Anne
Mrs. B. J. Hoffman gave the performance
slopand
dirt
but
hired,
United Methodist Church on Friday. July 24, at seven-thirty o'- three ounces, born on Saturday,
get
to
"Hang Ups That Haunt Us".
determine
to
Louise Bernreutbar,
clock in the evening. No formal invitations are being sent; how- June 13, at 3:58 p.m. at the devotion reading from Proverbs which air conditioner best suits
piness can spoil chancesA of Spiceiand,
Artie Smith, Myra Hicks, Aline
Mrs. Otis Erwin, program ever all friends and relatives of the couple are invited to attend Murray-Calloway County Hospi- 23 and Matthew 22. In conjunc- your needs.
applicant.
even a competent.
Bowland, and Julia Burkaan,
tion with the subject,'Who Am
„ leader, assisted by Mrs. W. P. both the wedding and the reception to be held at the church. tal.
Paducah.
"you
thought,
Sykes,
the
Dick
used
Mrs.
she
r,
and
The new father is employed
:Rummell
at Pennwalt Chemicals, Calvert never stood so high as when
„.*:- presented the program entitled
you stoop to help a child".
City.
-$:„ "Medicine and Religion, A DeThe lesson on "Patriotism"
sign For the Whole Man".
Grandparents are Mrs. Katie
The vice-chairman, Mrs. W
Miller of Hazel Route Two and which included the history of
Miss Patricia Barnett of Murthe flag was given by Mrs. RobP. Russell. presided over the
Mr. and Mrs. George M. P
ert Boitmott and Mrs. )Lailett
, business meeting. Mrs. William ray Route Five has been disof
Louisville.
of
• ••
Dunn. They -s.id may we never
Britton gave a report on the missed from the Western Bap- The Intermediate GA.'.
:
met
Church
Elm Grove Baptist
bol of
•••• local treasury. Announcements tist Hospital,•Paducah.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Mc. forget the fltg is
.,
••
Friday at the home of their Querter of 104 North 17th courage and national jty and
s- were made and plans made for
MEN'S
MEN'S SUMMER
Mrs. Mary Frances Johnston leader, Mn; Hotly Richardson, Street, Murrign-tagp_ the wants that men have fought. _add died,
Z. the July meeting.
retreat.
of
prayer
Murray
Us
a
ior
at
been
a.
patient
always.
to
served
it
for
were
--:-- Refreshments
of a baby boy, Fithetcl Wayne,
- Id Lassiter of the Jr., weighing seven pounds four
Bro. Miro
Mrs. Greene Wilson and Mrs.
* the thirteen members and one the Western Baptist Hospital,
Jonon
Camp
Assembly
Paducah.
Baptist
Ivan Outland reported on the
visitor, Mrs. Witham Britton
June
born
Friday,
on
ounces,
•••
athan Creek led the group. He 12, at 8:30 p.m. at the Murray- crafts lesson showing different
pointed out various meanings
designs and stitches on pillows etasMr. and Mrs. Leon Collie of of prayer, its effect in. one's Calloway County Hospital.
27
SALE19
34.99
wall hangings.
and
Their other children are Robgum Reg.
___
Charleston, S. C., were the re- life and different ways of praySALE
_,
39.99
John
chairman,
Mrs.
The
GUI Dad,.
eleven, and Vicki
cent guests of their daughter, ing. He closed with a graphic ert David, age
Workman, presided at the meet- 45.00 __,-------- am 25.00
The
two.
age
is
Robin,
father
and
Mrs. Jerry Ford, Mr. Ford,
illustration of "a man's ticket the plant manager at Standard ing.
-39.99 27-50
_______49.99
children, Jennifer and Sharlisa, to-Inaven".
After the program and devot- 55.00
23.99
- ------ 44.49 29-99
Textiles.
and other relatives in Murray
Following the prayer time, Grandparents are Mr. a mid ion, a delicious potluck lunch- 59.99
...............----------,-- CM 35-00
and Calloway County. Enroute the girls enjoyed a cook-out
_
Wayne McQuerter of eon was served
home they visited their son, supper, and attended the "first Mrs.
Those present were MesGood Selection
Springfield, Mo., and Mr. and
14•Ws Stay Press
Charles Collie, of Henderson.
Kennight" af "Rameses" at the
hises Casual
Men's Dress
Mrs. J. S. Lester of Memphis, oames Robert Boitnott, L T
lake amphitheater. The GA's Tenn.
Crawford, Hallett Dunn, Angie
Permanent Press
also enjoyed a slumber party
Gibbs, B. J. Hoffman, Ivan Out•••
VinD.
after the theater at Mrs. RichC.
Salyer*,
Oscar
land,
ardson's home.
son, Sr., Greene Wilson, John
Those present were Melinda
Worismsp, and Charlie CrawFalkersan, Jody McChriston,
fordBecky and Anita Chaney, Bren
The September meeting will
da Outland and Willette Richl Recently dismissed from the be scheduled later.
•••
ardson.
Western Baptist Hospital, Pa• ••
ducah, was Mrs. Patsy Ann
Guess of Murray.
Thennoeet laminates are
•••
sell-suited to kitchens, bathrooms. counters, and snack4
*
- Mr. and Mrs. Larry Dubois bars because they provide high
'
and children, Lisi- and Mike, of resistance to. wear and tear,
Leavenworth, Kansas, and Mr.
surfaces that can be
MEN'S
MEN'S
MEN'S
Mr. and Mrs. Anthony Ber- and Mrs. Teddy Chambers of and
off in a...Oily with a
Short Sleeve
nard Kaiser, Sr., of Cincinnati, Jackson, Miss., were the recent sashed
dipped into sudsy waPerm' Press
Ohio, were hosts for the rehear- guests of their mother, Wk. sponge
ter.
sal dinner held following the Novella Chambers
rehearsal of the Solomon-Kais
er wedding party on Saturday,
June 13, at eight o'clock in the
HOTEL
Men's Underwear
evening at the Red Room of
AT A PRICE
AND MOTEL
by MANES
the Holiday Inn.
BEYOND PROTEST DAYTONA BEACH, FLORIDA
For the occasion the bride.
Tee Shirts, Undershirts
•
elect. Miss Nannette Solomon,
Shorts and Briefs
chose to wear a long sleeve orchid knit dress with white buttons
The groom-elect, Anthony
MEN'S
Men's Dress
Bernard Kaiser, Jr., presented
gifts to his attendants.
Ready Ile & Four In Hand
Everything for 2 includes air-conditioned room
The T-shaped tables were dein the heart of Daytona Beach; breakfast and a
corated with arrangements of
choice of complete dinners off the menu,a total
white and pink stock and pink
of 24 meals and -no tipping. Children under
carnations.
12 free.
Covers were laid for thirtyAPAIRICAN EXPRESS • BANA AMER/CARD 4..„...one members of the wedding
AIASTER CHARGE • CARTE BLANCHE • DINERS
•
party and family.

Alpha Delta Kappa
Sorority Dinner
Meeting Is Held

Ruth Wilson Circle
Meets At Home Of
Mrs. J. B. Wilson

North Murray Club
Meets At Home Of
Mrs: Crawford

1

Prayer Retreat Is
Held By G. A.'s
Richardson Home
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SPORT COATS

20% off

20% off
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DRESS

Daytona Beach,Florida's

PANTS PANTS SHIRTS

PERSONALS

OCEANFRONT

Rehearsal Dinner
Held At i
Inn On Sunday

BEST
"

$5.99
$6.95
$7.99

$10.95
$12.95
$14.95

SPORT
SHIRTS

&
$4.99

PAJAMAS
$3.9944.99
& $5.99

KNIT
SHIRTS

$3.99

Special Summer Treat!

N1TES - 8 DAYS

•••
4-

July 1.
AugIS

June 14-30
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Those persons who say food
tastes blander today., may be
older humans. ,As age increases. taste bud sensitivity,
declines.
•
* *
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Per Weelr

•

•
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v301
Miu
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540 N At:antic Aye
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Outland Bakery

- ADO Nee,

You'll give yourself a treat, too, by
calling in your order early.

()yens that clean automaticall• generall• .•swt Slit) to S90
tttttre than the non-automatic
leaning (ones. Are they worth
the extra expenditure'. llome
economists say that river a
104 ear-periswl. the additional
will approximate the cost
hem!. ji 114.-11 leaner. needcif for cleaning the rum-autto41111111•Nemk
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MEN'S TIES

STRAW
HATS
$2.99

BELTS

50 C')
.
$3.00

$4.99

GOOD SELECTION MEN'S

DRESS
SOCKS

'.

i

i

DEAR ABE
reading, finds
and so he start
reading sornetl
able to break h
Right now I
this letter. Any

,

$

4+
STRAWBERRY LAKE
CHERRY CHEESE CAKE
CHERRY DELIGHT PIE
FRESH STRAWBERRY PIE

What
hubb:

$3.99-$4.99
$5.9946.99
7.99 & $8.99

Remember Dad with a

For the Family or for 2 or More People
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DEAR ABBY: What do you do with a husband who, when
reading, finds something he thinks is interesting or amusing,
and so he starts reading it out loud? It doesn't matter if I am
reading something else, or writing a letter. I haven't been
able to break him of this habit.
Right now he is reading away out loud while I am writing
this letter. Any suggestions?
AGGRAVATED
DEAR AGGRAVATED: Name some of his other "bad
habits" and I'll tell you whether this one is worth the
"aggravation." Personally, he sounds like • dear sweet man
who wants to share his pleasure with you. IP. S. I've been
doing this to my husband for nearly 31 years, and he hasn't
belted me yet:I
DEAR ABBY: My husband is thinking about buying a
"hot" color television set and also a "hot" movie projector.
The man who wants to sell them to him got them from
someone who steals to support his drug habit.
I told my husband I thought it would be wrong for us to
buy these items even tho we can get them way below cost,
but my husband says if we don't buy them someone else will.
Abby, I don't want any part of a deal like this, but how
can I convince my husband that it's wrong?
NO NAME OR TOWN, PIS.
DEAR NO: He KNOWS it's wrong. Just tell him that
anyone who knowingly buys "hot" merchandise stands to
share In the guilt of the theft—if caught.
DEAR ABBY: I work in a large office which deabi with
the public. Several girls have been told to dress "properly"
or look for another job. The union contends, however, that
"anything that is acceptable to wear in the street is
acceptable in the office." Boy, does this cover a lot -of
territory. In other words, if you won't get arrested on the
street for your apparel, you're okay for the office.
Some of our girls show up in anything from faded, cut off
dungarees to skintight bell bottom pants to sheer peek-a-boo
blouses with no bras, to mini mini skirts plus hip high boots
that look like they're going to work in the sewer. Add that to
the wigs, false eye lashes, love beads and a ring on each
finger.
Dee-liver me! Oh, yes. I am a woman.
NOT MOD
DEAR NOT: Dee-liver both of as.

I'33

with you, Lady.

DEAR ABBY: My neighboiAross lbe way keeps standing in his window stark naked!
I do not catch accidental glimpses of him in this state.
He actually parades around that way hoping to be noticed.
I have reported him to the police, and they have even
_5RFN kalleMselves, but they say he is in his own home
and there is nothing they can do about it. I think he needs
some medical attention. He has a wife and children, but
he does this while they are not there.
Do you think I should tell his wife? Or should I speak
to him myself? I don't know the wife very well, but I will
speak to her if you think it might do some good.
NEW TO CANADA
DEAR NEW: The man appears to Need medical attention. Give his wife the bare facts!
What's your problem? You'll feel better If yima get it off
your chest. Write to ABBY, Box 070e, Les Angeles. Cal.
'Mat For a personal reply enclose stamped, addressed
envelope.
Letter writing can be a breeze. For Abby's booklet,
"How to Write Letters for All Occasions." send $1 to
Abby. Box 69700, Los Angeles, Cal. ROM.

PAEOC To Meet
At Mayfield

TANKER STRUCK
KONG (UPI).- The
HONG
British tanker "British Architect" burst into flames today
The board of directors.of.the after lightning struck the vessel
Purchase Area..Ecappeuit ' 1113=ftotr-- lass southeast of Hong
portunity Council will meet at Kong, the Marine Department
7:30 p.m. Thursday at the coun- said.
ty courthouse at Mayfield.
The British tanker "Ardui"
The council serves McCrack- reported the "British Aren, Marshall, Graves and Callo- chitect" was
listing badly.
way counties.

Ta6dyefiAk IRS

BARLOW, Ky., June 17 — A
13-year-old Barlo vi youth
drowned this afternoon while
wading with a companion in a
farm pond about three miles
southeast of here.
The victim was identified by
Ballard County Coroner Milton
Allen as Glenn Olen Fisher, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Olen Fisher,
Barlow.
Mien said the Fisher boy and
two companions, Randy Stewart
and Greg Johnston, both of Barlow, went to a pond on the farm
of Josh Fisher, uncle of the victim, to do some wading.
According to Alien, young
Fisher and the Stewart boy
waded out into the pond, The
Stewart boy returned to the
bank, but young Fisher continued, and told his companions
he was going to swim across the
150-foot pond,
About midway across, he began to struggle, and called to
his companions for help. They
tried to reach him with the aid
of a long tree limb, but were
not successful.
Then they ran to an adjacent
field where the boy's uncle was
ploughing tobacco. When the
three returned, the Fisher
youth had drowned.
The body was recovered about
5 p. m. in 12 feet of water by
David Douglas, Joe Hargrove
and Wyatt Newtom.
Coroner Allen returned a verdict of accidental death by
drowning.
The body has been removed
to Jones Funeral Horde here.
The Fisher youth was a student at Ballard Memorial'
School, where he would have
been a freshman this Fall.

SOCIAL
SECURITY

Si,

This column of questions and answers on federal
tax matters is provided by the local office of the U.S.
Internal Revenue Service and is published as a public
service to taxpayers. The column answers questions
most frequently asked by taxpayers.

AIR TRAFFIC JAA-AID--Airpratt paths by the dozens build
up on display screen of new Goodyear Aerospace computer
tupPert which may be a solution to the nation's air traffic
jams. Collision avoidance for 128 aircraft whose paths are
shown on a radar display screen i lower left) is provided by
the computer. The firm says the device automatically can
project paths of aircraft on potential collision courses (18
planes shown on screen lower right) far enough ahead that
pilots can take corrective action.

Q) What should I do about
Q) My refund is being held
the estimated tax notice I got up because I forgot to send in
in the mail? I did not haNe to Schedule A, Form 1040, when I
file Form 1040ES.
filed. How long will it take me
Al If you did not have to to get the refund after I supply
file an estimated tax declara- this missing item?
tion for 1970 and your fax
A It should take about
situation is unchanged, ignore four to six weeks from the
the reminder notice. These re- time you supply the missing
minder notices were aent to all information for processing to
taxpayers who received the be completed on your return
estimated tax form packages and the refund issued. Be sure
in February.
to send bacie2the notice from
IRS about the missing item so
Q) I've been called in for an that the Schedule A can be
audit, of-my return. Can I have associated with your return.
the person who prepared it
come in with me just to help4 Q) Do you have any publicslion about taxes that would
ex plain- things?
A) Yes, you may have the help someone just starting up
person who prepared the res., a business of his own?
turn accompany you. Keep in
A) Yes, our publication,
however, that you are-*Tair-Guide--For-Bmail Bustresponsible for the accuracy-1 riesk"--should be helpful. A
of items listed on the return, copy may be obtained from
Also, it is your responsibility, your IRS District Office or the
not the person who prepared U. S. .Government Printing
it, to provide whatever proof Office, Washington, D. C.
or substantiation might be re- ' 20402, for 60 cents.
quired to support income and
In addition, you will find
expense figures.
•
our "Mr. Businessman's Kit,"
UNVEILS COMPUTER
WASHINGTON (UPI) — The
Goodyear Aerospace Corp. has
unveiled a computer capable of
40 million mathematical operations per second that it hopes

Publication 454, of interest to
you. Call the local IRS office
to request your free copy.
Q) Are the meals and lodging you get as a camp counselor taxable?
A) In camp situations,
room and board are generally
not taxable. Your room and
board are excluded from gross
income if they are furnished
on the employer's 13remises for
his convenience, and in the
case of the lodging, you are
required to accept it as a condition of your employment.
Q) Can someone who is selfemployed take advantage of
the moving expense deduction?
A) Yes, the new tax law"
permits self-employed persons '
who meet certain tests to de- •
duct moving expenses,
Q) Is a gardener considered
a household eniployee?
A) Yes, he usually is. It
you pay him cash wages of.,,
$50 or more during a caleeas1
dar quarter, you are requiredto file a Form 942, Employer'm
Quarterly Tax Return fi,
c
Household Employees, and.pa
social security taxes.
,
Income taxes, however, db
not have to be withheld froth"
wages paid gardeners aril"'
other household Imlp.
fr

will solve the growing threat of between planes landing and
midair collisions,
taking off at congested airports.
Goodyear said the computer,
^
known as Stara; would allow
The avocado was introducer&
air traffic controllers to reduce
the amount of space needed in Europe in 1519.
"

'Buyer beware'
unit,organizes

Questions and

Answers

said he kept the Latin title for
1'HTL1ADJLPHfA
(UPI)
his firm because it arouses
James E. Magner was still hopping mad over a raw typewriter
'Hie organization has a memdeal when his wife, Helen, be- ber hip of 300 in the Philagan bugging him about the sofa. delphia
metropolitan area.
The sofa had been sent out %%lien the group- grows into the
to be upholstered.
thousands. Magner said, he
"They told us it would br hopes to open branches in
back in four weeks," Magner
(other cities.
"Here it was almost
said.
%14ener said picklting 118'the
three months and no sofa,
%rapori of Itiirtjanitatian
Every time my wife saw aril AM)
assure
a fail' di for conto
empty space in the living room
sumer members, who pay an
she got on my ear."
of $5. Pickets,
That's when the 66-year-old annual fee
Usually college students, are
Mwier decided to do some-hired for abont-$1-30-anfrour.
-thing ibout
consumer. run"We've only had to picket
organized
arounds. lie
Caveat
organized last
Emptor, Inc., in June, 1969, once since we
year:. Magner said. "It took
to protect consumers.
the merchant only two days to
The Magners finally got back realize he had
made a mistake.
their sofa after a wait of four He ran a
dry-cleaning shop and
months. The upholsterer as hail offered to pay tiS in payplained that the material Mrs. ment for a $25 pair
of trousers
Magner had chosen was not in
he had lost. He paid in full."
stock.
"If the material was not in
CIIICAGIi (111)-A nap in
stock, then it should not have
been among the swatches we the i-vening will spoil your
were shown to make a choice." night's sleep if you are already
getting sufficient sleep for your
Magner said.
Magner,an insurance broker, bodils requirements, says the
said the sofa incident occurred Serta Sleep Center, However,
before he had had enough time in many eases a brief refreshing
to cool off from the frustration nap during the early evening
and aggravation of theAy pe- will help y on get a better
night's sleep lo insuring that
w ri ter deal.
"It was an electric t‘ pc. you are not overfatigued at
writer and it cost me about bedtime.
.
"But thee
$275," he said.

Question: I'll be 65 in May.
My wife thinks I may be aide
to sign up for retirement bensIlls before my birthday, instead
of "waiting until the last minute."
IS that correct?
Answer: It sure is. It's a good
idea to apply 2 or 3 months be..
lore you reach 65. This way you
will be sure of getting all the
benefits you are due, including
full Medicare protection. You
can start early in assembling
the information and documents
you will need when you do apply.
Probably the most important
item you will need is proof of
age. The best proof is a birth
certificate, or record of baptism recorded early in your life.
But if you don't have either,
don't worry. The people at the
social security office can tell
you about other proofs that can
be used.
Question: When I became 65
last year, I neglected to sign
up for the medical insurance
part of Medicare. Is it too late
for me to enroll now?
Answer: Too bad you missed
your first enrollment opportunity, but you have another chance
during what is called a general 'period'key wouldn't work and
enrollment period - the first 3 I sent it back to he repaired.
months of each year. March 31 Apparently, it couldn't Lic re
is the deadline for this year's paired because 100 days- laii-r
general enrollment period. Re. they gave me !lark An/
member, though, if you do not In the meantime, Irly si'cret.ir%
sign up within 3 years after your had turned to a
portaii/e 15• 1'_
first opportunity, you will not be writer,"
•-st'
able to sign up at all,
Caveat Eniptor means ••I
the Buyer Beware." Magner
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NURSERY 8
1970
15,
JUNE
days
for mental healia, corrprojects
several
besieged for
ections, child weifare and se Is
before South Vietnamese planes
DLSMISSALS
for me deaf and the bind.
and a relief force arrived.
In Bangkok, military sources
saki today part of Thailand's James Buie, 800 No. 18th Se, In the same area, a bill was
12.000-man combat contingeot Murray; Mrs. Joy Ellis, Rte. 3, Passed dealing with marijuana
Murray; Mrs. Frances Edwards which will allow the courts to
had already been sent
Cambodia to fight the Vie and Baby Girl, Rte. 9, Benton; senteece users to state mental
Mrs. Marion Greer, Rte. 3, Mur- health rehabilitation facilities.
Cot* and North Vietnamese.
Cambodian military spokes- ray; Mrs. Charlene Morgan,Rte. The same bill also establishes
men said North Vietnamese and 3, Murray; Mrs. Nancy Hicks, a system of involuntary hospitViet Cong troop operations had 503 Pine St., Murray; John Whit- allution for alcoholics who begreatly increased around the cap- net, 114 No. 14th St., Murray; come a menace to themselves
Mrs. Beulah Fielder, 601 Ellis or society.
ital.
There were increasing indica- Dr, Murray; Amos Dick, Rte.
The state election - finance
tions the Communists intend to 6, Murray; Melvin L. Barnes, Law vas tightened by requiring
VIETNAM-BOUND DESTROYSt SABOTAGED- Three sailors were held for investigation on
mount an attack on the capital. Rte. 3, Murray; Mrs. Fanny Sto- Purchasers of $500 or more of
charges of sabotage after the destroyer USS Richard B. Anderson (tile
photo above),
ne,
city.
603
So.
9th
the
St.,
in
Murray;
panic
There was no
political dinner tickets to reen route to Vietnam, had to turn back almost immediately after
leaving Long Beach,
Leaflets appeared in Phnom Mrs. Cheryl Stanley (Expired), port the purchase. The bill also
calif,, because of trouble with one of its propeller screws. Damage
was set at $200,000.
Penh today warning of a 411 So. 8th St., Murray.
included candieates for Court
planned attack on the capital.
of Appeals judges, circuit jud_
The leaflets said the North
ges and officials ofsecond-class
Vietnamese army has elements ADULTS 81
Cities.
of five divisions in the NURSERY 8
Senate Bill 156 was passed to
JUNE
16,
1070
provinces Surrounding the city.
designate blue flashing lights for
By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL
Military sources said there
all law enforcement vehicles,
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
was no firm intelligence to
vehicles
red lights for emergency
support the report that there
and yellow lights for utility veWASHINGTON -President Nilo; addressing the natio on the
Mrs. Betty Webb and Baby Girl,
were many -North Vietnamese
hicles.
state of the(imam*
821
No.
19th
St.,
Murray; Mrs.
troops in the area.
The legislature passed SB 253
"The momentum of bur years of inflation was stronger than had
Patricia Patterson and Baby Girl, and SB 341 which included a 600- NEW YORK (UPI)- Stocks
VC Attacks Krang Lovea
been anticipated."
Cambodian National Railways Box 61, Hazel.
opened
mixed
in
moderate
page law establishing a new insources said today the Viet
seraece code and called for $450,- turnover today.
MINNEAPOLIS - Former Vice President Hubert H. Humphrey,
DISMISSALS
Cong attacked at Krang Loves
000 be appropriated over the nert Shortly after the opening, the reacting to Nixon's speech:
40 miles northwest of Phnom
UPI
marketwide indicator
two years to implement it.
"President Nixon demonstrated precisely why the American
Noble Canady, Puryear,Tenn.;
Wednesday, cut the
Penh
showed a loss of 0.16 per cent economy Is in trouble.
He attempted to blame everyone but himself
Bangkok-Phnom Penh rail line, David Downey, Rte. 6, Murray;
on 329 issues crossing the tape. and his advisers for
soaring inflation, rising unemployment, deMrs.
Bobbie
McQuerter
and
Baby
burned
dawn
and
depot
the
MEDIEVAL
MINE
Of these, 138 backtracked and clining economic growth and the
GI TRAINING-A Cambodian villager with a wooden rifle
crisis of confidence which increasBoy, 104 No. 17th St., Murray; OPENS FOR TOURISTS
looted a trainload of rice.
102 gained.
gets a pat on the back from a smiling American GI for a,
ingly surrounds his administration."
Carl
Vick,
Rte.
2,
stationHazel; Calvin
The Phnom Penh
FALUN, Sweden (UPI)- A
American Telephone opened
job well done during a manual of arms drill in Veal Mol.
master said the Viet Cong Milby, Rte. 6, Murray; Mrs.Ruby medieval copper mine which/
1
4 lower at 42%, while Sears,
US, troops are in the area to support South Vietnamese
WASHINGTON -Rep. Emanuel Caller, D-N.Y., commenting on
forced
local Cambodians to Sehroader, Rte. 1, Dexter; Mrs. was finally shut down in 1914 Roebuck gave up 1/2 to 57/
troops with mobile 8-inch howitzers.
1
2. Congress-passed legislation lowering the voting age to 18:
unload the rice from the train. Lucy Alderdice, Rte. 3, Murray; has been opened again- this Walt Disney fell 3's to 124/
1
2, "1 don't see how the President can do anything else but sign
it."
A second train headed from Miss Cathy Jones, Rte. 3, Mur- time to mine tourist gold. The and American Research dipped
ray;
Mrs.
June
Cole
and Baby mine, Falu Koppargruva, was 1/8 to 25%.
Phnom Penh to Battambang
MILWAUKEE, Wis. -Dr. George W. Albee, president of the
Boy, 310 So. lath St., Murray; knowa throughout Europe in its
was not looted, he eaid
Among the oils, Jersey American Psychological
Association, analyzing the policies of
Mrs. Martha Galloway, 207 So. productive days for turning out Standard lost /
1
4 to 55%. the Nixon administration:
Military sources said two 13th St., Murray; Mrs. Maybelle good copper for use in brass for Occiripetal and Cities
Service
"Neither our President or vice president gives any clear
trainloads of troops that left Jones, Box 651, Murray; Toy cannons.
also dipped 14 apiece to 15/
1
2 public signs of compassion or concern for the poor, the
Phnom Penh for Krang Loves Brandon, Rte. 1, Hazel; Mrs. Now
weak,
elevator
takes and 43¼, respectively. Texaco
an
the sick, the unemployed, the helpless."
Wednesday were forced to halt Effie Futrell, 407 So. 6th St., tourists down to a shaft 163 feet dropped /
1
2 to 26'/2, as did
overnight but continued to the Murray; Mrs. Maggie Williams, below the surface, after they Standard of
California to 41/
1
2.
By DONAL P. O'HIGGINS "Billy Boaster."
trip today.
Rte. 2, Hazel.
lulls said about 68,000 babies
don helmet and raincoat. A Mobil fell 1,a to 45%.
Finnish births off
severing
The
Both
the-Vailroad
are
of
in
their
were born last year in Finland,
late
sevenwhere
walk through the mine,
DUBLIN (UPI) - Their
In the automotive group,
HELSINKI (UPI) - Fewer compared with more than
the old equipment has been General Motors dipped 'is to
props are simple: a smooth ties. Squatted before a peat to Bangkok left Phnom Penh
In 1934
restored, takes about 50 mi- 641,2, but Ford edged up 'Is to Finns were born in 1969 'than 78,000 in 1968.
tongue which melees words fme.:..their fined-facts shadowed with only the road to Saigon as
at any time since 1934, popu- the total was just under
nutes.
like an angers kiss, an agile in the hazy blue smoke, they a way out of the city.
44_
lation
Military spokesmen said
experts says. The off,- 68,000.
--In the electronics, Control
mind that plucks thoughts iron caarsveri#talesiti enliven the
fighting was still going on at
BIG SPENDERS
Data eased 1,2 to 40/
the past and limns them with dullest mind.
1
2, while
Thom, 85 miles
There are only a handful Kompong
- Telex Corp. gained /
WASHINGTON (UPI)
wit.
1
4 to 15%.
northwest of Phnom Penh.
Americans will be spending Litton slipped i/e to 18%.
Ireland's professional story- of such men left to whisper
Conditions
"Still
Critical"
their
stories to a dwindling
more than $10 billion a year for Burroughs eased 2/
tellers, wrinkled and silver1
2 to 105¼.
Conditions at Stem Reap, 150
foreign travel before the and of Du Pont was unchanged at
ton
f
e
ed, linger on as reminders audience of faithful oldtimers
By
PATRICIA
E. DAVIS the 1910s, according to the
and unsophisticated youngsters miles northwest of Phnom Penh
116'ir in the chemicals with
of
der days.
Sex is dressed as a princess and the gateway to the 9th
NEW YORK (UPI) - projections of the American Allied Chemical off /
1
2 to 17%.
trappings of modern
Angkor
century
ruins
of
Wat,
and
treated
Gregory
with
a courtly
Josephine was a platy- Automobile Association. This Lockheed gained 1,4 to 10/
society have ganged up to re1
4 in
critical."
"still
were
charm
that stems from simpliful small gray mouse, who until
be twice last year's record the aerospace grow, while
duce ttieir tales to a whisper
North
Vietnamese
trove
recopy lived a charmed life
e of $5,2 billion.
TWA added /
pew Tdevisien, city..amitk s vtursiger in these
1
4 to 12% in the
ave en bringing in reinforce- in iManhatt.0
I c.dayrof oteit.
apartment.
radio, newspapers and glossy ann
airlines.
riSOn their: voices will be ments to the region of the
For over a year Gregor%
International Telephone rose
magazines hold the contemis our gain.
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There's A Lot Of 'Em, But Lake
Barkley Isn't All Nuts & Bolts
CADIZ, Ky. - Getting right
down to the nuts and bolts of
the thing - and there were 32/
1
2
tons of those (including washers,
of course) used in the construction of the new lodge at Lake
Barkley State Park.
Gov. Louie B. Nwin dedicated
the new lodge, considered by
many to be one of the great
architectural achievements of
modern-day Kentucky.
The lodge, situated on a small
peninsula jutting out Into Lake
Barkley has 124 rooms, an administration building and a main
dining room, airrilury rooms
for conventions and meetings.
Preceding the governor's May
25 dedication remarks were 1370
days of actual construction on the
largest structure to be built entirely of wood in the United States
in the last 40 years.
Construction of the $5.5 million
complex was perhaps the largest
and most unusual project ever

undertaken by Clark Engineering
and Construction Co. of Owensboro.

It is impossible to estimate
the amount of earth and stone
excavated to make way for:
+The 1,280,240 board feet of
lumber - enough to build 6400
three bedroom houses;
+The 6400 square yards of
glass- enough to enclose a football fluid, including end zones
and sideline area for both teams;
+The 8000 cubic yards of coocrete - enough to build a mile of
interstate highway - or 3724
miles of sidewalk.
Inside the lodge, there are
5701 miles of copper wire, supplied by D. C. Electric Co.of Benton, That is enough to string
a line from New York to San
Francisco and have enough left
over to double back to the city
limits of Saltsburg, Pa,
It took over 400,000 man hours
of labor to build it all.

4-

DOWN 320 POUNDS—Donald Kornblith, 40, Chicago, shows
how his bathrobe fit him before he reduced his weight from
560 to 240 pounds. It involved a risky intestinal bypass
operation plus surgical removal of.4Q,, pounds of fat. Food
now passes by only a few inches of iniesUnal wall so he receives little caloric effect from eating.

Answering questions
Animals
Litter costs
about foreign money
figure in
taxpayers
a lot ot worthless paper. II
By MURRAY). BROWN
complain to the police, a tidy heap
coed's future NEW YORK (UPI)-Dining should
be caught making a trans-

Mom keeps.
frantic pace'.

you

TULSA, Okla. (UPI)Housewives, do you feel harried after a hectic slay of children and grocery carts, housecleaning and cooking? Try
Dixie Wheaton's schedule on
for size.
Every morning this energetic brunette drives 30 miles
from Mounds, Okla. to Tulsa
where she is completing her
fourth year as a physical education teacher at Nathan Hale

Of

By GUY A. GOODINE
STILLWATER, Okla.(UPI)Carolyn (hnn, 20, is a typical
coed at Oklahoma State University - until you take a closer
look.
The girl from Tulsa likes
pretty clothes, is fun-loving,
poised and hard working.
Her resemblance to most
"citified" girls ends there, however. Miss Gunn is majoring
at OSU in animal science -a field most women never
think of entering.
She's serious about- her
studies as evidenced by her
grades. Her academic average
through her sophomore year
was 3.69, nearly straight A.
She's a junior this year and
ranks third among 93 juniors
majoring in animal science.
She is seventh among 425
juniors in the entire OSU College of Agriculture arA-few
of them are women.
Alpha Zeta, the national
agricultural
honorary
fraternity, recently selected her
for the special award for women students in agriculture.
Miss Gunn has won four
scholarships so far, including
a Wentz Service scholarship for
$360, in which she works 21
hours a month caring for a research colony of white mice.
Miss Gunn also is a member
of Oklahoma State's rodeo
team and competed this spring
in collegiate -rodeos at OSU
and Texas Tech. She is chairman of the national cutting
horse contest scheduled to be
held next year at Oklahoma
State.
She put many of her male
counterparts to shame recently, competing in OSU'.
Big Eight championship rifle
contests. However, a shoulder
injury forced her to drop out
of the contest.
While most young girls are
enjoying the summer at
beaches or other Javorite
haunts, Miss Gunn will be hoeat a Wyoming dude ranch.
In ,a few days, the energetic
young gal will head her pickup
for Wind River Ranch near
Dubois, Wyo., where she will
wrangler
work
head
as
of horses - a job few men are
qualified to handle.

figkxs
SINGAPORE (t1PI) - Sin*.
apore's youths with long hair
me worried about the govern.
merit's "get tough" policy
against
nitting American
mod European hippies into the
country.
Local long-haired teen-agerr
fear they too will be dealt
with following a Singapore
government ban on the entry
here of long-haired, bearded
and gaudily-attired foreign
youths.
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Monday thru
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Needed
TranspOrtation
is
If

Mrs. Wheaton is a professional rider also. She is a
member of the Girls' Rodeo
Association (GRA) and a professional barrel racer. She has
won top money at many of the
nearly 500 rodeos the GRA
competes is annually.

in Rome several years ago,
overheard another American action, you could be liable to
WASHINGTON (UPI) tourist ask the waiter who severe penalties, including, in The high cost of litter conhanded him the bill totalled die Soviet Union and some tinues to rise in the nation's
up in lira: "How much is that other countries, imprisonment. 752.2 million acres of federal
Seasoned travelers generally parks, forests and lands, with
in REAL money?"
carry most of their funds in
That may be an extreme exthe price tags for fiscal 1971
about
at
ample but it does point up the traveler checks as protection estimated
But that's not all she does.
confusion over foreign curren- against low or theft. Keep a $21,623,000.
Sandwiched between those
cies among Americans traveling record of the serial numbers in
That marks a hike of more
careers is her responsibility as
overseas, particularly for the a safe place BO you can inform than. 12 per cent over the
the company if the cheeks do $19,257,000 spent for cleanup
the mother of a seven-yearfirst time.
old daughter -- herself a winIn Italy, lira is the real mon- disappear.
in fiscal 1970.
Incidentally, in some counning barrel racer.
ey-not U.S. dollars. And in
Rep. Julia Butler Hansen,
chairman of the
France it is the franc, in tries there is a higher rate of
many million dollars per year
Britain the pound, in Mexico exchange for the checks and House appropriations subcom- could be expended in useful
the peso, in Soviet Russia the some shops offertdiscounts on mittee that allocates money
construction and maintenance
ruble, in Thailand the baht, in purchases made with them in- for the Department of the In- -- or expansion of services -- FOR ATHLETE'S FOOT
Japan the yen, and so on stead of with dollars or the lo- terior and the U.S. Forest Ser- if huge sums of money were USE KERATOLYT1C ACTION
cal currency.
around the world.
vice, said of the clean-up bud- not required to clean up the BECAUSE—
You should, however, take get:
Even though certain foreign
It sloughs off 01.1001 dissolves affected
litter left by careless individ- iskin.
Exposes deepset infection te its
banknotes might look like play along a reasonable amount of
"I cannot resist again call- teals who not only clutter but killing
action. Get quick-drying T-4-L,
cowman.
.
money to some Americans, U.S. currency; mostly in small ing attention to the cost of burn our national recreation a keratelytk, at any drug
FAST relief or gour 4.4c back. NOW
they are She legal tender of the bills, for emergencies. Personal messy Americabs. A great an-as"
•t
HOLLAND DRUG CO.
country.
And while some checks are extremely difficult
hotels, department stores and btr cash, so leave them home.
other establishments in many -I- But credit cards can prove
countries will accept U.S. d - most helpful, particularly for
lars, most of the tourist's trans- those unexpected major expenactions with taxi drivers, shop ditures. Shops, hotels, restaurclerks, waiters and others will ants and other enterprises dui:
be in the local currency.
lag with
After all, you wouldn't accept thetourists usually will
think of paying your taxi credit cards.major international
SATURDAY
FRIDAY RITES
driver in New York with Yugo- credit cards American Express
LAKEWAY
slav dinars, or tipping the in Moscow are honored even
RITES
EAT
and Leningrad for
David Sea
MOTEL
waitress in Los Angeles with travel, entertainment
and other
The
Buddy Mack
Fay &
Iranian rids.
Air-C-ondItIonad
RHONDELLS
& The
Confusion over the unfam- services.
Gone's
Across The Street
SANDY
Handy also are packets of
iliar currency, especially for
Chuck Raymer
Trailer Rentals
Truck
RIVER
Americans whose itinerary in- foreign banknotes and small
Day-Week
Stop
BOYS
— Variety —
cludes several foreign countries, change which may be purMonth
Country Western
could not only cause headaches chased before departure from
—
Pop
—
Good Food
Rates
Reasonable
dee
but could also be costly. DisUnited States at foreign
— Pop —
— Rock —
24 Hours
Phone
honest money dealers could ;eerchan dealers, banks and at
Vocals —
—
Requests
Invited
Down TM Street
442-2517
cheat on the rate of exchange KennedyInternational Airport
BEST OF RECORDED MUSIC
and others equally unscrupu- in New York.
By Jonrd White Sales
Phone 642.4111
The currency can be used
lous could pad prices, bills and
other expenditures for the ob- for tipping porters, paying taxis
viously-bewildered stranger.
and other incidentals on arrival
So here are some tips which 01 your destination. There are
should help the first-time exchange counters at most major international airports overAmerican visitor abroad:
Highway 79 East West Edge Of Paris Landing State Park Phone 642-9888
-Get an up-to-date currency seas but they are not always
converter guide from your
open around the clock.
bookshop. travel agent or trans- v-portation company. I carry a
pocket-sized plastic one with a
slide rule which lets me know
at a glance how much the U.S.
III
dollar is worth in dinars, rids,
III
rupees, lira, pounds, francs,
III
marks and other foreign
money, and vice versa.
555
-Convert dollars and traveler checks only
1st
•
at official
money exchanges. hanks anti
111
other authorized dealers. Some
Ill
charge a small fee but post
II'
conspicuously the official rite - Ill
III
of exchange, which can flucIll
tuate from day to day. Buy
III
!II
foreign currencies in small
III
STORE HOURS
bills-it's amazing how many
people you will deal with won t
9-9 Mon. - Sat.
have change for the _big ones.
1-6 Sundays
Avoid black market

orelco*
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High School.
After class she returns home
Lee, a
to help her husband,
professional cowboy, train horses.
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leaving
mobile
motors,
31-Part of to be"
and
in
teachers
burg, one of the
BALDWIN PIANOS end organs,
$18,000 bracket. If interested has been spared in making this
3Pllefore
campers, camping trailers and x150', lot on Henry.
the course.
rent $10.00 monthly, rent ap334.arth goddess
in nice home in country you into one a the finest homes in
IfFA In- FARMS:
your
See
,.
motorcycle
34,Remuneration
"'The things we're learning plies to purchase. Used spinet
surance Agent at 203 South 5th 77 ACRES with 2-bedroom should let us show you one of the area.
36-folie r Stakes
in this course introduce our pianos and orpns. Loner& or call 753-122/
H-J-20-C frame house, 9 acre corn base, Oak
2 BEDROOM STUCCO and brick
alfhegative
students into any number of Piano Company "Your Conn
tobacco base, 40 or 50 acres in WE ALSO HAVE a 3 bedroom home on a 100' a 375' wooded
39-Goddess of
Store".
Paris and
occupational areas including plete Music
cultivation. Located 7 miles brick house with 6 acres of land lot at Lynn Grove. Has hard'eliscord
47(ensaie
Southeast from Court Square. on paved road. Has central heat wood floors, 10' a 12' storage
construction and manufactur- Martin, Tennessee.
1,ontorrnation
H419-C
51 ACRES with 3-bedroom brick and air, garage, good well, and room, patio, enclosed garage.
ing jobs." The students use
(slang)
veneer, 1% bath, fireplace, car- priced right. This house is now Owner must Dell.
hand drills and jig saws among
41'3o:sate
port, near North 10th,
WANDA GREEN is now aimrented and must be shown by 2 BEDROOM SPLIT LEVEL lake
45-Flowers
other real tools.
41S:Ship's officer
19 ACRES, 2.7 miles from Flee appointment only.
Dr. Richard A. Swanson, ployed part time at the Beauty
cottage at Blood River Boat
7118Pneteritious
Points.
48 ACRES OF LAND more or Dock. Could easily and econowho teaches the course, said Box, 705 Chestnut. She invitee
home
Robertson
20 ACRES on Johnny
less with paved road on twa mically be made into a 4 bedhe hopes the teachers will be all her friends to call for ap. irt's name
04
Road, 2.8 miles from 16th and sides. This land has some of
J-19--C
-Land of the
given the chance to use what pointment 753-7132.
room home if desired. Complete• free (mrin-)
Main.
the most beautiful building lots ly furnished and available im've learned .in _their classthey
OtOtnerivise
THE TRUE gory of w
65 ACRES with 73 acres TVA in county. Has 18 acre corn
rooms.
mediately.
*Promontory
Kentucky inoonshiners d
eamment, church building and base, stock barn, tobacco barn.
growing
ATE DUPLEX on
part
orlhe
is
"This
FREE ESTIMATE
5644x1
silo and feeding Can be bought with new brick IMMACUL Highway. Concrete
n will be toid in "The
house,
prohibitio
frame
interest in getting people ready Moonshine War"... area preLynn Grove
14-Juncture
watering house or with the land only.
automatic
system,
and stucco construction.
for the world of work," he miere Wednesday, June 34th
troughs (with beaters). Excel- 40 ACRES OF LAND in sight of block
DOWN
identical 3 bedroom
two
with
said.
in
farm.
Located
the Capri Theatre.
lent cattle
Distr. by United mature Syndicate, Inc.
University. Ideal for subdivis- units completely furnished
1-Goilic
New Concord.
ion. Has extra nice horse barn, Large attractively landscaped
64 ACRES, 2 houses, one frame o house.
lot with a practically new shop
and one stone, with bath, 2of the probedroom, fireplace, and panel- 3 LOTS 108 by approximately building at the rear
150 and 6 acres of land in Kings- perty.
ed. Located an South 641.
SMALL GROCERY STORE with
wood Subdivision for $6,000.
LAKE:
NCX.4.), I CAN'T
I USED TO COME HOME AND
PEA N UTS RATS: I CAN'T
15-B, Hurley- LOT WITH 1000 foot frontage living quarters upstairs, and ap51-A,
No.
LOTS
land.
EVEN IHIT THE
HURL MY ECOVE INTO THE CLOSET..
Kelly Sub., lot 150' a 2301 on on North 16th Street Extended. proximately 1 acre of
STAND LOSING
futures
building,
CLOSET!
includes
Price
or
lots
house
trailer
River)
for
Ideal
Blood
ALL THE TiAk_E:}
and merchandise. Located a t
LOTS No. 102-3-4-6 in Barkley ,ots $6,000.
53 ACRES ON lake for $7,000. Wiswell, at the intersection of
Shores.
LOTS No. 425, 428, 427, 4* EXTRA GOOD 40 acre ;arm Ky. 783 and Ky. 1550.
plus
581, 582. at Kentucky Lake Sub- near S. Pleasant Grove Clitirelt; i ACRE TRAILER PARK
residence
division, Cypress Cove Subdien has 10 room house new kitchen owners, 3 bedroom
Wide Mobile
d bath, carpeted, barns and :24' _x 44' Double
purWILSON INS. & Real Edith, outbuildings, new well. $22,000. Horne). Residence may be
753-5088; ON NORTH 16th Street we have chased with or without furni753-3262,
Phones
of
Salesmen: Larry Wilson, Charl- 2 bedroom brick and 2 apart- ture. Located in the vicinity
F.Lake.
J-19-C
Ky.
Adams.
Bill
for
renting
McDaniel,
$265
es
ments now
house
a month. If interested in income 2 BEDROOM SHINGLED
BY OWNER: Newly painted and property you should take a and 19 acres of farm land on
redecorated two-bedroom white
US-641 North,- 3 miles from
look at this.
frame house on North 6th. Den, IF INTERESTED in buying, Murray. This land is located
ati/ity, garage, 1dr-conditioned selling, trading, renting, leas- near the new industrial plant
aid dorm windows. Phone 7511- ing Real Estate, you should and has considerable potential
IS
NO---MY HOME
7854.
come by Roberts Realty, 505 for subdivision development.
.RUNNING AWAY FROM)
STUCCO house
NEW TWO-BEDROOM, with Main Street or Call Hoyt or Ray 2 BEDROOM
1-T-C and 2 acres of land, 1 mile
carport and storage, electric Roberts 753-1831,
Southeast of Murray. Also has
heat, storm windows and doors,
CARD OF THANKS
a 2 room garage apartment. Recarpet, tile through entire
We wish to express our sin- asonably priced.
house. 3/4 acre ground, one
cere thanks and appreciation to 3 ROOM FRAME house and 1%
mile west Coldwater, on
many friends, neighbors and acres, 3 miles North of Murray
our
489-2023.
Phone
$10,500.00.
road,
2-211-P relatives for the donation of on US-641. Excellent additional
food, the beautiful floral ar- building site overlooking the
APPROXIMATELY 12 acres of rangements, end comforting new 4-lane highway.
L H. Pogue farm at Peony. cards end letters and for the 2 ACRE WOODED building site
See or call Eurie Garland 1113- many expressions of sympa- at Wiswell.
2-184 thy and kindness extended to 65 ACRE FARM with good
3724 or 753-4841.
large us following the death of our blacktop frontage, 6 miles
house,
FOUR-ROOM frome
loved one, Howell Starts. We
of Murray. Approxi_
r-paneled rooms, electric heat, would especially like to express Southeast
'few u I
erd40 acres cleared. Priced
good well, nice lawn and plenty our most humble gratitude to mately
acre.
of sbede. Near lake. Going the nurses at the Murray-Callo- $277 per
near Ky. Lake.
cheap! Phone 753-7939. 2-18-P way Hospital, Dr. Lowry and 190 ACRE FARM
Priced $110 per acre,
A WOMAN'S dream home, ems Dr. Donald Hughesi Brother 2 BEDROOM MOBILE home,
tom-built by Owen; luxuries", Irvin and Brother Sins for 10' x 40'. Priced $2450.00.
closets galore, huge knelling:tgetit td?tiTORIng words, t h e WE APPRECI4TE youi i busiIT'S PART 0' THE GROGGINS MASTER
singers, pallbearers end the ness and solicit additional listbaths, carpeted, drapes,
two
PLAN,SUE. I AIMS T. RECORD AeY
beat and sir, &e Max Churchill Funeral Home. ings of all types of property. No
PIERPONT GROGGINS!!
central
room,
FACE AROUND THE CLOCK -DON'T TELL. ME YOU RE
place, tile foyer, indirect lighn God bless each of you is our listings are too large or too
WHICH NATURALLY
ACTUALLY GOING ....ft/ A:
kin intercom, double garage, Planter.
small for us to handle and we
SLEEPiN.
INCLUDES
TO SLEEP IN
The Family of
three bedrooms, formal living
pledge you our individual perTIME
THATiiimiNE54?
Hassell Starts
and dining room, much more
sonal efforts in the handling of
ITP
804
7534708,
seen.
Must be
your property.
J-20-C-H
North 20th Street.
FULTON YOUNG REALTY,
HILP-WANT1110
4th & Maple Stret, Phone 753NOT14:111
WANTED: Dictaphone typist 7333. Home phones: Fulton L
with Medical treminology ex- Young, 7584948; Ishmael Stin1-T-C
perience. For Medical Recordi son, 753-1334.
Don't Fermis
Department. Apply in person
per
month
$10
AND
DOWN
$10
at the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital between the hours ol will buy a large wooded 100' x
Monday through Fri. 200' lot at Keniana Shores. All
9:00-4:00,
?1st
This Sunday, June
day.
J-211-11 utilities including water availlake access privileges.
able
VACATION arranged? „-...Paid Phone 436-5320 for complete infor? Now be an Avon Repre- formation and directions. 2-30-C
New
sentative and quickly earn tha
needed money in your own time TWO LOTS, 30 a 100 each,
calling locally. (mil quickly, col- Cypress Cots at Morgan's Boat
ACT068 from MSU Library
7 p. m., 3854424, Mrs. Dock on paved road. Photo. 402
j18c lect after
Jaime Merrick, or write Route 2, 8798.
2-20-C
HI HASN'T
Boa 136-A, Princeton, Ky. 2-20-C
DARED COME
NEAR IT FOR
-IOU
W140 DO I BUY
'
ARE

SSWORD PUZZLE

BOWLING GREEN. Ohio
(UPI) - First graders in Ohio
schools will get a taste of job
training if a program that oritejnated in Bowling Green catches on.

NOTICE

MIAL

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

TAYUPOI SALA

ATTENTION
REAL ESTATE BROKERS
Interested in increased GROSS?
Commissions? Profits?

p.

STROUT REALTY

umpa

AUTOS POI

1968 I
Two door ha
power brake.
mileage, loca

mu

28-11

BLACKTOP
DRIVEWAYS

Central
Paving Co.

753-4199

IS

by Charles M. Schulz

Peanuts*

by Ernie Bushmiller

(

E

gravel

CE

by R. Van Buren

Abbe'N Slats

Canter

FOR RON
TWO-BEDROOM ch
ramat, Phone 75.178

Nag !FURNISHED
liemsd apartments
jedi. Call 753-5108
FURNISHED apart
private rooms for a
Call 7534106 or 754
NICE FURNISHED
to college, for Bevel
two full baths. Must
old. Phone 753-6865
FOURZEDROOM,
brick home, 1000 Sh
$115 month. Yearly
753-5267 or 901-247
10' x 55' 2-BEDRO
home, air conditiont
cation, 2 miles east
Available immedial
per month. 12' x
home, 2 bedrooms,
tioned, automatic w
ly furnished, mallet
$80 month. Phone
p in., 901-842-5370.

AUCTION Si

FARM EQUIPMENT
estate of Lubie B.
will hold an auctk
farm equipment a
June 19, at 1:00 o'c
at the Lubie McDani
oated five miles we
ray tin the IZQ
slily. Rana M he soi
Owe tractor with ph
Deere trecters with
and loader, Case I
New Holland rake, E
truck, hay oonditiont
setter, Chevrolet ta-u
lawn mower, combine
or, a disk-harrow. nes
seem at anytime di
week prior to the sal
Lamb auctioneer.

AUCTION SALE at d
glas farm, one eZle
Wisehart's
June 20 at 1:00 p. it
the following items:
feeders, concrete m
saw, two garden tra
attachments, amorted
and electriad tools,
go . Other items too
Terry
to

WANTED TO
W4N77PD: 10 Welt
ble saw, 'in boa
Gotham '492-8139.

NOTICE

Father's Day

by Al Capp

Lil' Abner

HARVARD MEDICAL KIDDING?)
SCHOOL FROM,SON
-THE PRES!bEN T?

tvioNTHS7

MEV Ow"
I T NOw -

The
College Shop

SAFI,

WE'VE TAKEN OVER
FROM THE FILTHY
ANIMALISTIC
ESTAESLISHMENTir

Action People Use The
WANT ADS

EXC
CAIN& T
Corner

0
pAC;F. NINE

THE

LEDGER

&
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1Pil
AUTOS POR SALO

AUTOS FOR SALE
AMMO POI SALE
AVMS Pot SALE
AUTOS FOR SALE
1969
JEEP, four wheel dries, 1965 MUSTANG Sports coupe.
SAWS FILED, lawn mowers and
BABY SITTING wanted. Phone mall appliances repaired and low mileage, has two tops. Call
Blue with white interior, V8.
3-18-E
7534497.
T/'C Phone 753-4072 after 5:00 P. Ins
yard tools sharpened. 512 R. 753-7&50,
753J-18-P
NEW FEMALE resident in Mur- South 12th Street. Phone
1966 FA1RLANE GT, Ford, 390
Janeray desperately needs job. Will 6067.
Cu. Inch, 4-speed transmissioe. 1967 OLDS 98 Luxury sedan
Two door hardtop. 396 motor. Power steering and
Power steering and power brakes. V-8, automatic, low
do any work, clerk, waitress, FLOOR SANDING and
See at 508 South 11th, $900.00 Factory air and all power. 1968
power brakes, automatic transmission. Red. Low
eage, console. This Week's Special ...
typing (no shorthand). Please ing, new and old floors,
Ford Torino Fatback. Gold colmileage, locally owned.
3-18-C guaranteed, 25 yearsexperkeen
help. Phone 753-9434.
Gulf
Staand
Taylor
1969 OLDSMOBILE Cutlass, or. Cain
tion. Corner of 6th and Main.
REPAIR WORK. Windows wash- Jahn Taylor, Wingo,
,soe-owner, power steerphone
=
2,
42088;
Route
J-19-C
ed, clean garages, basements.
Ag and brakes, blue
painting and yard work. Phone
with
blue
interior.
7534476 or 753-4115 after 5:00
Pee
Bucket seats and con- 1966 CHEVROLET Impala four
J-19-C CARPENTRY: new or remodelp. in.
door sedan. Eatery air, power
753-5273
Phone
sole,
Main
of
7th
stereo
tape.
Corner
New
Corner of 7th & Main
Phone
sold for $4200.00.Sell- steering and brakes. Brand new
ONE-BEDROOM trailer. Sec ing. For free estimates call
tires. 1967 Chrysler four door
TIT
ing price, $3175.00.
Brandon Dill after 4:00 p. in Hawley Bucy 492-8120.
hardtop with factory air, pow•
at Dill's Trailer Court, Murray WANTED: lawns to mow in the 1967 MUSTANG two door
er steering and brakes. Cain
FOR SALS
NOTICE
entrance.
No
Theatre
in
Drive
FOR SINT
FOlt RSNT
city limits. Phone 753-6030.
hardtop. Kentucky yel- and Taylor Gulf Station. Cornphone calls please.
J-19-C
J.,19,c ROOF PROBLEMS. We have the
TFNC
low. One owner, 6-cyl- er of 6th and Main.
COMMONWEALTH OF
brick house, locate
TWO-BEDROOM duplex pert,..siserer. Apply new roof with
inder, radio, $1775.00.
KENTUCKY DEPARTMENT
mont Phone 753-7850
TIC 31.2 Irvin. Will be available WANTED: Yards to mow. Phone PROFESSIONAL 'Painting. InAsphalt AluFibrated
Hy-Klas
OF HIGHWAYS
July 12. Phone Q2-8283. J-22-C 753-3336 after 6:30 p. m. 120-P terior and exterior. References.
1965 FALCON, 6-cylinder, auto- minum for only 3 cents per
NICE FURNISHED as condiDWAIN TAYLOR
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS
Free estimates. Phone 753-3486.
hi
matic.
1964
Pontiac
out
rain,
Bonneville
Seale
work
all
foot.
WILL
DO
REPAIR
on
square
tioned apartments for colleee NICE furbished one end twoCHEVROLET CO., INC.
Sealed bide will be received
July-12-C
four door hardtop. Factory air agate' and reduces Meador
Call 753-6108 or 7534085 bedroom apartment. Couple on- brick and block structures.
by the Department of Highways,
degrees.
and
all
power.
Real
sharp
car.
by
15
South 12th Street
temperature
TIC ly. Located 100 South... 13th Flower boxes, fireplaces, side- MURRAY MOBILE *canes. MoFrankfort, KenCain and Taylor Gulf Station. Wears for yams. Aak abet*apa at its office,
walks, porches, entrance post bile home service, set-up and
Phone 753-2617
Street. Kelley's Pm* Camara
10:00 A. M. Easttucky,
until
FURNISHED apertasenta sod
Corner of 6th and Main. 3-19-C dal 20 gallon drums OM at
and etc. Phone 753-7382 or 753- repair. Highway 641 South, Mur3-18-C
J-111-C
ern Daylight Time es the 26th
private rooms for college boys.
3-24-C ray, Ky. Phone 753-3640. 3-18-C'
3892.
Hughes Paint Store.
day of June, 1970, at which time
1963 FORD Galaxie four door
June40C
Call 71101111111 or 753-5885. ITC TRAILER on Kentucky Lake,
1962
OLDS
88
four
door hardbids wiel be publicly opened
large private lot, aiecondition- WILL GIVE your infants mo- WANTED: Vacant lot to mow. top. Power steering and brakes. sedan. Automatic and power
with 6 chairs; and read for the improvement
NICE FURNISHED house, close ed. Also perking place for 2 therly care in my home. Phone Phone 753-3798.
J-23-NC 1962 BUICK Station Wagon with steering. 1965 Pontiac Bonne- DINETTE SET
ville, two door hardtop. Cain also RCA television in good con- of:
to college, for seven girls. Has more trailers. Private lots near Mrs. Berlene Lowery 753-2620.
rack on top and factory air. Cain and Taylor Gulf Station.
J-20-C BUSH-HOGGING, tree triraminje...
,T_Ice Gulf station. Corm
Corn- dition. Will sell separate, for CR17 (1970 CALLOWAY COUNtwo full baths. Must be 21 years New Concord. Cell 436-2323.
TY: Various Roads in Calloway
er of 6th and Main.
information call 753-7506.
3-19-C
old. Phone 753-5865 or 753-5108.
J-18-C WILL BABY SIT, days or even- and removing' setting inete W
'
ot 61 and Main.
3-19-C
County, a total distance of
-NC
J-23
base
Poles.
Also
garba
gej-Ple
TIC
ings. Experienced. Phone 753- up Call 436-2460.
23.650 miles. Bituminous Con/966
CORVETTE
Sting
Ray
conFURNISHED apartzoent, one 3594.
ITC
CHAMPION five-gaitedshow crete Surface Chum L
FOUR-BEDROOM, two bath, Wrack from University. Availvertible, four speed, 327. Good
horse, 2 genial mares end colts;
Bid proposes for all projects
brick home, 1000 Sharpe Street. able for summer, $25-00
Phone
753-8417.
Per l•
also one Siamese kitten. For will be available until 12:00
$115 month. Yearly lease. Call week, plus utilities. Ideal for
Bruce Gilles-pie, 1610 West
NOTICE
NOTICE
information call 753-1348 after NOON EASTERN DAYLIGHT
753-5267 or 901447-5468. TIC four students. Phone John PasOlive.
3-24-C
3-19-C TIME an the day preceding the
6:00 p.
appoitement.
for
co
753-2649
10' x 55' 2-BEDROOM mobile
the Divieion of
1961 FORD Thunderbird, tar;
horse- bid opening at
GLASPAR,
50
-FOOT
16
J-18-C
home, air conditioned, nice los
Procurement at a cost
convertible. All power. In good
break-down Contract
Evinrude,
power
cation, 2 miles east of Murray. ONE two-bedroom 10 ft. wide
proposes are
Condition. Also Puck 250 mo3-24-2 of $2 each. Bid
Nailer. Call 7534801.
Available immediately, $70.00 mobile home with as conditionissued oily to prequalified contorcycle. 201 North Eighth
"IT WON'T DRIVE YOU
per month. 12' x 50' mobile ing and automatic washer, $70
Streeet.
BEATEN down carpet paths go tractors. Remittance payable to
J-20-P
TO THE POORHOUSE"
home, 2 bedrooms, air condi- per month One 8 ft. wide twowhen Blue Lustre arrives. Rent the State Treasurer of KenFOR country's largest. fastest growing chain of selfTWO
GARRARD
turn
tables.
tioned, automatic washer, new- bedroom, $4&00 per month. One
electric shampooer $1. Big K. tucky must accompany request
VOLKSWAGEN
CARROLL
One Gibson amplifier. One girls
ly furnished, available July L, one-bedroom, $45. per month.
J-10C for proposals.
service shoe department. Fine opportunity to learn, latest
bicycle. 1970 Maverick car. 1966
$80 month. Phone after 4:00 Place 489-3623.
June 11 & 18-C
3-18-C
Chestnut - Murray, Ky.
10
CLEANINGEST carpet cleaner
Eairlane 500 station wagon with
J-13-P
p. in., 901-642-5370.
methodists of merchandising. Contribute your own idea,
air. Phone 753-1497, after 4.00
you ever used, so easy too. Get
AVAILABLE NOW until Sepp.m.
3-20-C1
Blue Lustre. Rent electric shamtember 1. nunished efficiency
assume responsibility quickly. If you are willing to work
pooer $1. Western Auto, Home
apartment for couple or teachLOST & FOUND
and can use your own common sense you will soon be suAUCTION SALO
AUTOS FOR SALE
FOR SALO
of 'The Wishing Well". 341-C
ers. ADS condieemed. Between
Phooe 753LOST: one year old female
and
town.
University
FARM EQUIPMENT Sale: The
ervising others.
1969 HONDA Sports, 350 CC. Beagle. Has unweaned pups at
3-18-C
estate of Lubie B. McDaniel 1299.
3-18-11 home. Return to 114 North 7th
Call 753-7319.
will hold an auction sale of ONE-BEDROOM furnished agood Street, Murray, or call 7504101.
CB
350.
In
HONDA
1989
Advancement
farm equipment on Friday, partment, air-conditioned, locatFor
Excellent Opportunity
3-18-P
ccmditicaL Phone 4894472.
June 19, at 1:00 o'clock p. in ed on Payne Street next to
_
3-18-C
Openings In Murray and throughout the Greater South
at the Lubie McDaniel farm lo- White Hall, $85.00 per month;
Long wheel base, PaieNgelbM. V-8 motor, automatic
cated five miles west of Nur- couplet only. Call 753-3805.
transmission. Radat-heater.---One owner, low mileAKC-DNINATION pups, with
(Apply In Person After 9 a. m.)
-AY
a the Teinn
irrepie HighJ-184
age. Local owner.
papers. Will trade one for 10
are Reins to be sold include.
AUTOS FOR SALE
gallon aquarium outfit Percy
Case tractor with plow, 3 John AT 302 NORTH 7th Street a
(901)
642phone
Williams,
M.
Deere treotors with cultivators three - bedroom unfurnished
3151, Paris, Tenn.\ 3-20NC
and loeder, Case hay baler, home. Basement and gas furNew Holland rake, mower, hay nace, $75.00 per month. Phone
FOR SALE Ott RENT: House
J-18-C
truck, hay conditioner, tobacco 753-1503.
trailer. Phone 753-7856 or 753setter, Chevrolet truck, riding
Corner of 7th & Main
J-20C
E1231.
three
limn mower, combine-corn pick- FURNISHED 'apartment,
Olive
Street,
coppertone
WESTINGHOUSE
er, a disk-harrow. Items may be rooms and bath on
from campus. $60.00
refrigerator, $75.00. Phone 753Well at anytime duriVstr two blocks
NOTICE
NOTICE
We have several economy
NOTICE
NOME
month. Phone 753-1503.-3-18-C
8958.
week prior to the ei&.
cars in stock. If you're
3-18-C
Lamb auctiosieer.
3-13-C
looking for good economiUSED automatic washer. ExFURNISHED apartment at 1602
cellent condition. Dunn's TV
cal transportation, consider
& Appliance, 118 South 12th
AUCTION SALE at the Ira Dou- Dodson Avenue. Phone 753these can.
J-18-C
Street, Murray, Kentucky.
glas fame one mile south of 6564.
3-18-C
Wiseihart's Grocery, Satusday 2-BEDROOM apartment, kitchen,
June 20 at 100 p. m. Will sell hall and both, utilities paid.
ONE PHOTOGRAPHIC enlarg1966 SIMCA. This is a real
the following items: Three hog Call 753-3948.
TENC
er and accessories. Cheap. Also
bargain, should get over
feeders, coecrete mixer, chair;
some women's clothes, One 7.
30 mpg. 4-door. Radio &
saw, two partial tractors with FOR SUMMER term, 3-bedrooni
J-19-C
Phone 753-8256.
heater. Clean inside and
attachments, assorted hand tools house and 10' x 50' mobile home.
and elect:rime tons, tractor we Both air conditioned. Located
out. A real bargain at
120 WAIT Voice of Music stereo
Other items too numerous at beautiful University Heights
‘
skaa
go .voloon
$495.00.
amplifier, slightly used, in good
' . Terry Shoemaker Mobile home park on North
to
condition. Also 1964 Chrysler
1965 VW. Real sound mecha
.1.20•P 18th Street. Call 4364962 or
Imperial, air, all power, cruise
J-194
753-n70.
nically. Red finish thai
control, in excellent condition.
needs a little paint. Only
3-19-C
Phone 753-5927.
NICE two-bedroom trailer, 9
$695.00.
miles south of Murray off 641.
USED GE refrigerator in real
WANTED TO BUY
For information call 753-4845.
good condition. Phone 753-5437
1962 VW. Local car. Real
3-18-NC
'alter 4:30 p.
W4NTED: 10 MO be_larger ta_Pice. Only $445.00.
in.tt
- SIX ROOM house at 721 Sycable saw, 'in gda iiinaltlen
WHEAT STRAW, in field or
1963 VW. Local car. Blue-fin3-18-C more. Available now. Phone 753Cotham .492-8139.
delivered. Phone 753-8966 or
ish, sound condi
-flan.
J-19-C
5024.
753-6720.
Only $596.00.
3-M THERIKOFAX copying maNOTICE
NOTICE
1963 CHEVY 4-Door. 6-cylln
-The Secretary." Used
der automatic. Bel Air
one year, 3 open boxes copying
Radio and heater. Only
paper. Phone 753-5052 or 7533-20-C
5828.
$44V10.
AUTOS POI SALS

SERVICES OFFERED

SERVICES OFFERED

PONTIAC FIREBIRD CONVERTIBLE

1968 CHEVROLET MALIBU SS

'1995.00

'1995.00

PARKER FORD, INC

PARKER FORD, INC....
sucaoom

1

1

MANAGER TRAINEE

iritrros

4

1968 CHEVROLET PICK-UP

BIG K SHOE DEPT.
Mr. Hugh Steger

le
Le
kb

'1995.00

PARKER FORD,PhINC.53-5,13

New Datsun
Trade-Ins
•

•
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BE gentle, be kind, to that expensive carpet, clean with Blue
Lustre. Rent electric sthampooer
$1. Western Auto, Home of
3-20-C
"The Wishing Well".

riE+tin

CARPORT SALE at 509 South
13th Street, now in progress.
Rugs, one 9' x 12' and one
10' x 10'. Other items too numerous to mention.
3-20-C

SAFTBILT

ch,
oat
191
D-C

NICE USED Frigidaire refrigerator and GE apartment size
range. Bilbrey's Car & Home
Supply, phone 753-6617. 3-20-C

REMINGTON

EXCLUSIVE DISTRIBUTORS
CAIN& TAYLOR GULF STATION

1

Corner of 6th 4 Main
1m,s1,
F'hone 75
4:1011111%111110Th

8132

Give him something extra -special this Father's Day
give him a quality. lightweight Remington chain saw. To
make this gift even more special, participating Remington
chain saw dealers will give you a FREE CARRYING CASE
-valued at $l9.95'-when you buy a Remington SL-9,
PL-4 or PL-5 chain saw. Prices begin at $169.95, you can
save money and enjoy your home arid outdoors more with
a Remington chain saw. Trim and prune your trees. cut
firewood or build log or rail fences, furniture or buildings
with a Remington chairk saw. Remington chain 118WS cut
faster, have more power per pound, last longer, are more
reliable and they're also easy to start and fun to use. Ask
your Remington chain saw dealer to show you this extra
special gift for the very special man in your house.

CHAIN SAWS

MURRAY
SUPPLY CO.
208 E. Main

153-3361_

'Suggected retail price

•

CAMPER with all the necessities in good condition. Phone
3-20-P
438-2319.
DUE TO ILLNESS-Profitable
small business Fresh potato delivery to local establishment?.
Cen be managed on a part time
basis. All equipment included.
Phone after 5 p. in. 753-5889.
3-24-C

1963 CHEVROLET 4 -Door.
V-8. automatic. Impala.
Only $495.00.
19(2 PONTIAC Tempest 4-Dr
Station Wagon. Excel)
ent transportation. Onlj
$175.00.
1967 DATSUN 1300 4-Door Sedan. Air conditioner
New tires, one owner
Nice. $945.00.
1969 DATSUN 4-Door Sedan.
96 h.p. overhead cam.
Radio and heater. Two
to choose from. $1495.00
1968 DATSUN 4-Door Station
Wagon. Automatic and
air conditioned. N i c e.
Only $1595.00.
1967 DATSUN Pickup. Up to
30 mpg. Clean. $1095.00.

ONE male Basset hound, 14
months old. Two miniature
Dachshund puppies, six months
old. All AKC registered. Phone
753-5303.
3-20-C

Lassiter-McKinney
Datsun

GOOD ROTARY tiller with 4
RP Briggs & Stratton motor.
Bilbrey's Car & Home Supply,
210 East Main, phone 753-5617

8th & Sycamore
Phone 753-7114
Open Evenings Til 8:00,
Saturday 5:00

_MURRAY, KENTUCKY
THE LEDGER & TIMES
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U.S. Growing Problems: Wall Street Gifts sure
Chatter to jolt Dad
Air Pollution, Garbage

•

s,

NEW YORK (UPI)- The
market's mixed behavior durlast few weeks
tog
"strongly indicates that the
lows have been seen at least for
e intermediate term," TPO
Incorporated says. A number of
stocks "enjoyed goad moves"
last week's mixed
during
,performance and the company
feeLs they may have "limited
possibilities." For the next two
months the firm sees "an
erratic trading market with
mixed trends (which) calls for
highly selective purchases."
--"The thin markets characteristic of recent trading teed to
exaggerate price fluchatioas,
thus feeding the very uncertainty that caused them in the first
place," according to Standard
di Poor's Corp, But the
company feels this action is
t with "the present
‘1.nt
climate" and adds that "it
would not be surprising if the
A New Yerk street after a recent garbage collection strike.
market moves broadly sidewise
By GROVER BRINKMAN
for a considerable period."
Centre -Press Association Corre.ndent
--ST. LOUIS, Mo.—St. Louisans recently took a second look at
has settled
market
"The
may
plane
low-flying
some
their new Gateway Arch, thinking
display
fireworks
its
after
down
tight
smog,
a
wall
of
a
have cupped it. But it was nothing but
trading
ago
(and)
weeks
three
pall.
like
a
city
the
opaque curtain that had settled over
week were dull
Smog-choked air, polluted rivers and littered streets are not sessions last
Alexanderniamilonly a blight on the American landscape, they are also poisonous affairs," the
Institute says. Even though
to plants and animals. When man first started disposing of garweek's economic news
bage through burning and dumping into rivers and streams, there
was plenty of pure air and water to dilute the pollutants. But "didn't do much to bolster
not any more.
Investor confidence," the instiThe air pollution (amog) menace has grown even worse be- tute believes that "the gloomy
miles,
over
sprawling
cause the size of our cities, many of them
investor psychology. . .has
actually slows down the moveetty much disivagred." It
garbage
antons
of
million
50
ment of winds which would nor1950, the figure had feels that the market has
nually.
In
mally cleanse the air.
jumped to 100 million tons. By "discounted most of the bad
At-the same time, rising city
1980,. it is estimated that we news and, after possibly testing
heat creates thermal inversions
will produce 300 million tons, the recent low ground, should
of warm air over cold that hold
with no place to put it.
get going on a solid advance."
poisonous smog hanging over
The garbage disposal prob--the same area for days.
lem is aggravated by the fact
• • •
Spear and Staff Inc. believes
in
urban
of
us
live
that
most
THIS same blanket of lowthe "outlook for earnings
areas. Today, 70 per cent of all that
hanging air pollution has often
cent Is not as dim as the stock slide
10
per
Americans
live
on
led to public health crises of
the country's land. There are seems to .have painted for it."
major impact, and a sharp rise of
plenty
of open spaces in the Since only specific companies
in the death rate for infants,
West,
mites
and miles of desert Irterfabed with "imponderable
the elderly, and people with
but most folks wan talks in the months
chronic respiratory or cardiac and rake land,
couldn't survive there, financial- immediately ahead" the market
conditions.
ly.
decline "if anything. . .has
On the ground, we are pro• • •
everdiscounted the profit
ceeding with the same utter disNEW YORK CITY, with the ploch."
regard for the balance of nature
concentratiOn of people,
largest
on which all of life is dependent comes up with some of the most
V.% talk about clean streams staggering statistics. For inbut we go right on durnping stance, each mile of Manhattan
sewage into rivers and harbors, produces 315,000 pounds of
thus destroying the micro-or- waste to be incinerated daily.
ganisms that would normally And much of the ash from this
keep the water clean and oxy- incinceration mer el y settles
genated.
back down on the people in the
canyons below.
The answer? It might be
AS LA.TE as the turn of the
century, American cities stif- compacting the garbage, squeezfered widespread epidemics that lag out the liquid, compressing
were caused by bad sanitation, it into bricks perhaps as much
Cholera could devastate an en- as 15 times smaller than the
tire community because of a original. In this form, it might
polluted water source,
even have uses for land-fill, ferIn 1920. Americans produced Unser or fuel.

Trainer has
night-mare
by Er Van Ees
SALISBURY, Rhodesia
(UPI)-Tody Rose had a nightmare - he dreamed hie horse
was dragging him in bed at full
gallop towards a darkened highwaTfhen he woke up - to find
his horse dragging him and his
bed at full gallop towards the
highway.
Rose did the only thing he
could -think of, and rolled out
of bed.,
- -TIM-Worse; Roadriinner, and

THURSDAY - JUNE IR. 1970
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Have a date with a boy
By DONALD E. MULLEN
who, who introduced, smiles,
NEW YORK (UPI) - Hey,
shakes
*kids! -Worried about what Ei sas,::!mhands with Dad and
very pleased to meet
give D;r1 This Fatheri Day?
Really want to show the Old Soil.
-Make your summer dresses
Mats that you think he's Right
On? Then be the first on your and beach clothes out of disblock to try out these groovy carded protest banners.
Stop using the word
suggestions for honoring him
-dumb' as a kiredicate adjecJune 21:
-Get your -Ivairit cut and tive‘as in "That a dumb."
-Tell him you plan terapend
weave it into a tobacco pouch.
working-for
-Call him long distance and the summer
,rotiney.
pay for it yourself.
-Tell him you plan to spend
-Bring back the family car
with I tankful of gas, an oil the summer studying to catch
up with all the points you
change and a lube job. _
-Tell him you befievi in missed attending protest rallies.
-Ask if there's anything
putting yourself through col4
alleallese•
lege as an experiment in self- you can do to help relieve his
worries. Like giving assurance
reliance. .
WATER RESCUE Jerry Staneros, 28 I right is pulled out of raging white waters of Clear
•
creek near Golden, Colo., after a rubber raft he and two companions were riding cap-Let him describe what it you don't smoke pot or shoot
sized and dumped them into the swollen stream. Sisnerog received cuts and bruises.
was like when he was your age. speed.
-And, in case he goes into
Be BUM to ask hint- about the
big band days of Glenn Miller shock from any of the above,
Blonde lkiom
U.S. inveatinents in
ipes
Tommy Dorsey and Benny here's the coup de grace:
of U.S. in-Tell him it's unbelievable
NEW YORK (UPI) - Hair
MANILA (UPI) A encan The bi eat chunk
Goodman, and about such cars
manufacturing
egatment
is
in
to
you
how
he
coloring
and
now
Morn
is
could
a
more than investments in the Philippinesas 1936 Ford Roadsters with ..
raise such a well adjusted fam- $254) million annual business total about $836 million U.S. ($418 million U.S.) followed
rumble seats.
by oil exploration ($218 miland milady can presendy
-Tell kn you think mar- ily in such a fine way durini
times.
choose from approximately shades alone, says The Clairol lion U.S.).
riage is basically a sound social such
120 subtly different blonde Blondes Information Bureau.
institution.
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Pill-popping
isn't playful

As
g
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BURLINGTO-N, VT: (UPI)
- The harmless suggestion "go
play by yourself" to.a young
star could have a tragic result.
says a health education special-
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We woes set as
doe's Cmgeels
(Conthenod

ist.
Donna Evans, of the University of Vermont Extension Service, says that a small child
tootd some pills in the
bathroom and, if curious or
hungry,swallow them.
"It's little wonder a child
will eat pills so readily. His
parents," she says, "have encouraged him to take pills by
telling him they're good for
him, they're like candy.
Medicines should be stored
away from all detergents, hair
sprays, shaving lotions and
whatever else may be stored in
a bathroom closet or che,t

his bed vanished in the Meat.
Later, somewhat scratched
and bruised in dignity, he explained the incident.
He had gone on a horseback
overnight camping trip, making
camp about six miles outside
Salisbury. Rose. a horse trainer
by profession, tethered Roadrunner to his cinnpbed.
He woke up after midnight
to find himself and the bed
careening behind the galloping
horse. For safety's sake he
rolled off and, dressed only in
sleeping shorts, set off after his of the night in the safety of it'.
horse on foot until a passing Salisbury Agricultural Show
grounds.
motorist gave him a lift.
Police quickly cornered the
Rose believes ,Roadrunner
horse and united him with was . -frightened by , a make
Rowe The two spent the rest which made him bolt.
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You Can Buy Gulf Tires and Batteries on Your Gulf Travel Card and Take Up to Six Months to Pay!

GULF DELUXE
CROWN'
WHITEWALL

Inside look at one of several test rigs before sealing.
RELIEF
CHAMBER
•

HIGH SPEED
CAMERA
1111

OXYGEN

Missile - shaped experiment
package, el
later' 1(1 seconds
_ „at, %%eighti4.1•11e,•• during upwird launch and drop in :100
foot tower.

QUARTZ
WINDOW

TANK
SECTION

te"
Ce..i

1°4

Apollo IS test rig ready to he loaded nith camera that oili
record burning rate of Teflon coated %%ire.

"NEARLY CATASTROPHIC" The 'nearly catastrophic- explosion that mined-71w
Moon intssitul %v.'s i:Iiised by an unusual number of mistakes- coupled with a
cient design- of h., ter components in the spaceet aft, wcording to a Space Agiou y inv.- tigaling board. V•ini.! a Zelo Gravity Facility. largest In the U 9. a t •siraof scientist.,:mil
tei•hnici.ins at NASA's Research center in Cleveland was able to recreate thos..
Cita'
rinds on the w.iv to the Moon.

StxTested
eaturirip, deep rrro
o
the famous
r„ ,„. e
a modest pry- P Flp
i. and a rp,.•t
o.
r VeS your budi;s1

l.or the
7.75:14
Tubeless
Whitewall
ohs 2.17
Fed. excise
4-PLY NYLON tALX

ply nylon construction,
n' is a quality tort with
mileage, excellent trac
tested performer that
1(10( the sale pricedt

WILSON H81 , HOLSAPPLE

cLIFFeRii:GULF

DELUXE CROWN'
78 WT

45

or tne'
F-711:14
Tubeless
plus 2.44
Fed. excise tax
Welded
4-PLY POLYESTER
Advanced wide-tread design, muscular four-ply polyester cord construction and deep tread give up to
35% better mileage than the famous Gulf Deluxe
Crown high-performance tire! White stripe on one
side, red stripe on the other.

LOVETT BROS. GULF
& Elm - Murray

753-5011

CAIN & TAYLOR
6th & Main - Murray
7 5 3 - 516 2

NEW!
DELUXE CROWN'
78 WT BE TED

F-78x14 Tubeless
plus Z.S6
Fed, excise tax
Suggested
POLYESTER CORDS &
FIBERGLASS BELTS
The latest in tires. Wide tread, low-profile design for
top performance. Polyester cords plus fiberglass
belts to hold tread tight, reduce "tire squirm" and
increase mileage! Red stripe on one side, twin white
stripes on the other.

I
GULF
SLAIpSNycamore
TROTTER'S GULF
-

Hwy. 641 South

Murray

Murray

753 - 7 I 7 I

West Kentucl
ly cloudy and I
day, tonight an
chance of thund
today aid 93s t
tonight upper
High Saturday i
110s.

EXTENDED
Extended wee
Kentucky Sunds
day:
A chance of
occutring most1
noon* and even]
cooling trend tl
Highs in the
mid 110s and loi
low 60s.

KINTUCKY L
Kentucky Lai
measured by T
Authority at 7
lit with predict
tooled.
Kentucky if%
Kentucky Tve
Scott Fitihugl
Sunset today
Saturday, 5-37.

